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ABSTRACT 
The output frequency spectrum.of a 
thyristor phase-controlled cycloconverter 
using digital control techniques. 
by 
C.H.LEUNG B.Sc. A.C •. G.I. 
The. principle of operatiOn dictates that the 
output of a cycloconverter contains some harmonics. For 
drive applications, the harmonics at best increase losses in 
the motor and may well cause instability. 
Various methods of analysi;ng the output waveform 
have been considered. A Fortran 77 program ·employing a 
modified Fourier series, making use of the fact that the 
input waveforms are sinusoidal, was used to compute the 
individual harmonic amplitudes. A six pulse three phase to 
single phase cycloconverter was built and a Z-80 
microprocessor was used for the contr.ol of firing angles. 
Phase locked loops were used for timing, and their effect 
upon the output with changing input frequency and voltage 
were established. The experimental waveforms are analysed 
by a FFT spectrum analyser. 
The flexibility of the control circuit enables the 
following investigations not easily carry out using 
traditional analog control circuit. The phase relationship 
between the cosine timing and reference wave in the 
cosinusoidal control method was shown to affect the output 
waveform and hence the harmonic content. There is no clear 
optimum value of phase and the T.H.D. up to 500Hz remains 
virtually constant. However, the changes of individual 
harmonic amplitudes is quite significant. In practice it may 
not be possible to keep the value of phase constant but it 
should be considered when comparing control strategies. 
Another investigation involves the changing of the 
last firing angle in a half cycle. It shows that the value 
of firing angles produced by the cosinusoidal control method 
is desirable. Operation at theoretical maximum output 
frequency was also demonstrated. 
ADVANCED STUDIES 
During the research program I undertook a 
course of advanced studies. These included the 
of selected articles associated with the 
reading 
field of 
study. I attended several conferences and a colloquia 
on power electronics as well as the 1982 IEE vocation 
School on Power Electronics. I also became an Associate 
Member of the IEE. 
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INTRODUCT.IQN,. 
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1. Introduction. 
The development of high power semiconductor devices 
in the past three decades opens up new areas of application 
for these devices. The more successful devices are 
thyristors, triacs, bipolar and recently field-effect 
transistors. The areas of application cover both domestic 
and industrial environments. Light dimmer, switching mode 
power supply, d.c. and a.c. motor controller, high voltage 
d.c. transmission link are just some examples. The functions 
they perform are voltage control and frequency conversion. 
(d.c. being considered as zero Hz). ~n application that 
usually requires a large number of thyristors is the 
cycloconverter. 
converts 
frequ~ncy 
~ cycloconverter is a frequency changer. It 
directly a.c. of one frequency to a.c. of another 
in a single stage. The power rating ofa 
cycloconverter is usually high i.e. up to and above hundreds 
of kilowatts. The output voltage waveform of a 
cycloconverter consists of different sections of the usually 
three phase input waves as snown in Fig. 1.1. In a modern 
cycloconverter the switching is done by a group of 
thyristors connected between the input and output. As 
cycloconverter loads are designed to work with sinusoidal 
waveforms e.g. induction motors, the distortion in the 
output of a cycloconverter can cause extra losses in the 
load and may also affect the stability of the drive system. 
This prevents more widespread application of 
cycloconverters. 
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This dissertation addresses the application of a 
microprocessor in the control circuitry of a cycloconverter 
and the flexibility of control thus offered. Using such a 
control circuit, it is shown that the traditional 
cosinusoidal control method does not uniquely define an 
output waveform for a certain output frequency and voltage. 
The phase relationship between the co.sine timing and 
reference waveform also affects the output waveform and 
hence its harmonic content. This dissertation also includes 
the harmonic content at high output frequencies and effects 
of changing firing angles produced by the cosinusoidal 
control method. 
Fig. 1.1 Output voltage waveform of a cycloconverter. 
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1.1 Applications of cycloconverters and alternative methods. 
The first application of the cvcloconverter was for 
traction in Europe in the 1930's. A three phase 50Hz supply 
was converted to single phase 16.66 Rz using grid controlled 
mercury arc rectifiers. To date, the applications of 
cycloconverters can be divided into two groups : 
(A) Those which convert the mains supply of fixed frequency 
to a range of different, 
variable speed drives. 
usually 
For 
were 
lower, frequencies for 
example, cycloconverters 
used for mill drives supplying synchronous motors 
(1),(2),(3) and supplying 
applications (4). 
induction motors for mining· 
(B) Those which convert the variable frequency output of a 
generator driven by a variable speed prime mover to a fixed 
frequency such as some 400 Hz supplies· on aircraft. 
(5) (P.431) (6) (P.l0-14) 
The cycloconverter is, of cause, not the only 
solution to the above areas of applications. For the 
variable speed constant frequency (V.S.C.F.) application, 
the alternative can be a hydraulic speed regulation system 
to drive the generator at constant speed and hence obtain 
constant frequency output. Hydraulic speed control system 
tends to be heavy and have a relative low efficiency. 
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Cycloconverters have the advantage of small size and light 
weight, but usually both output voltage and current waveform 
contains harmonics. 
For variable speed drives, the situation is- more 
complicated. The subject is very lively at present and there 
is a large number of publications. An annual conference is 
devoted to Drives /Motors /Controls (7) ,(8) and (9). This 
topic is also covered by conferences on electrical machines 
(10) and power electronics (11). A full review of the 
subject is publish~d in recent IEE Procoodings (12). 
In the past the Ward-Leonard set has been widely 
used for variable speed drives. Then the thyristor phase 
controlled converter as a direct substitute of the 
Ward-Leonard svstem became popular. Variable frequency and 
voltage for A.C. motor speed control can be provided by 
phase control rectifier followed by a force commutated 
thyristor quasi square wave inverter. Recently there is a 
lot of interest shown on pulse width modulated inverters. 
Some of them use newly developed devices such as single or 
darlington transistors, gate-turn~ff thyristors (GTO) and 
field effect transistors (FET) • 
The disadvantages of d.c. motor systems are 
associated with the commutator of the d.c. motor. Apart from 
the absolute speed limit imposed by the mechanical 
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construction of the commutator, at high power level 
commutation problems also dictate operation at low speed. 
The first cost of a d.c. motor is also higher than a 
squirrel cage induction motor with equal ratings and 
enclosure1 and requiresmore frequent maintenance. 
The attraction of A.C. motors, specially squirrel 
cage induction motors, are that they are cheap, robust and 
easily available. For induction motors, a small reduction of 
speed can be obtained by regulating the supply voltage or by 
increasing the rotor resistance. Eddy current coupling can 
be used if efficiency is not an important consideration e.g. 
if the system only runs at low speed for a short length of 
time. Inverters and cycloconverters with wide output 
frequency range, e.9. 2 to 60 Hz and 1 to 20 Hz 
respectively, are used for a.c. drives requiring a wide 
speed range (13). These converters require more complex 
control functions than phase controlled converters used in 
d.c. drives. The cycloconverter tends to occupy the high 
power end of the market due to the large number of 
thyristors required and its potentially low losses because 
conversion is done in a single stage. 
The co-existence of so many systems is not 
surprising if we consider the number of units used by each 
system. A unit is defined here as an electrical machine or 
power electronic circuit that can handle the full load 
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power. This is not to suggest that one unit is equivalent to 
another in terms of performance, size ·and cost etc. This 
simple comparison is a guide to the requirements of 
different systems in comparison withacycloconverter. Table 1 
shows that the total number of units used from mains input 
to mechanical output is three except for a cycloconverter. 
However a cycloconverter generally requires more thyristors 
in its power electronic circuit than other systems. (See 
next section for the cycloconverter circuit). The 
characteristics of the different units are reflected in the 
choice of system for an application. For example the price 
fall of thyristors in terms of performance/cost in the last 
decade tends to favour phase controlled converters more than 
Ward-Leonard sets. But until there is a significant 
improvement in one of these units, there is no overall 
winner. 
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Table 1. Comparison of the number of units used by 
variable speed drive systems 
(from electrical input to mechanical output) 
Types of Electrical Power Extra for four Total 
Drives Machine(s) Electronic quadrant 
operation 
ward- 3 0 0 3 
Leonard 
Phase con-
trolled 1 1 1 3 
converter 
Inverter 1 2 * 0 3 
Cyclo- 1 1 0 2 ** 
converte r 
* For systems supplied by batteries, a charger is usually 
required. 
** Cycloconverters require more thyristor s than power 
electroni c units used in other systems. 
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1.2 Cycloconverter circuits. 
The operation of Naturally Commutated 
Cycloconverters (N.C.C.) can be described as modulating the 
output of a phase controlled a.c. to d.c. converter to 
produce an a.c. output. As a phase controlled converter can 
supply current in one direction only, two back-to-back 
converters are required for a balanced single phase a.c. 
output. 
As the two converters produce current in opposite 
directions, it is necessary to control the magnitude of 
current flowing from one converter to the other. There are 
two methods to prevent a large current flowing. Fig. 1.2 
show the two methods in block diagram form. 
(A) A large circulating current reactor is connected 
between the converters to limit the maximum current flowing 
this is the circulating current cycloconverter. The 
reactor needs to carry the full load curreni as well as the 
circulating current flowing between the converters. 
Therefore the inductor is usually large and expensive. 
(B) Only one converter is allow~to conduct at any time by 
monitoring the current in the conducting converter and wait 
until the current in the conducting converter reacrnszero 
before supplying firing pulses to the other group and 
allowing it to conduct - this is the inhibit cycloconverter 
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in a six pulse cycloconverter 
(Three phase input 
and output) 
(14). Extra sensing and control functions are required in 
the control circuit to perform the function described 
above for this type of cycloconverter. 
Similar to the phase controlled converter, 
cycloconverters can have either single or multiple (usually 
three) phase input, and single or multiple phase output. 
Also, a better output waveform can be obtained by increasing 
the pulse number. However, more thyristors are required for 
cycloconverter with a higher pulse number. A typical three 
phase input and output, six pulse cycloconverter consists of 
36 thyristors, see Fig. 1.3. Note that for bridge circuits 
with multiple phase output, isolation between different 
output phases is required. It can be in the form of isolated 
phases in the input transformer as indicated in Fig.l.3 or 
employing a motor with six connections. 
As the cycloconverter employs natural commutation, 
the switching of current from one thyristor to the next 
relies on the incoming thyristor having a higher supply 
-
voltage at the switching instant and thus reverse bias~the 
conducting thyristor and turns it off. A gate pulse applied 
to the incoming thyristor, at the instant when that 
thyristor is due to start conduction is the only control 
signal required. The pulse should be of sufficient length so 
as to allow current in the usually inductive load to build 
up to above the latching current of the thyristor. Apart 
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from the voltage and current handling capability, there are 
no other special requirements for the thyristors used, and 
converter grade thyristors are sufficient. Hence there is no 
essential difference in the power part of the circuit 
between a cycloconverter and a dual phase controlled 
converter for reveljsible d.c. drive. 
There are other, not so common cycloconverter 
circuits. For example, if the three phase load is connected 
in delta, only two separate single phase outputs are 
required. This is the open-delta cycloconverter 
(15) (P.216-220). Recently, cycloconverters have been used to 
produce outputs that have frequencies higher than the input · 
(16). Natural commutation is possible because a high 
frequency resonant (tankl circuit is connected to the 
output. High frequency is desirable because small storage 
elements, i.e. the capacitor and inductor, can be used. With 
two cycloconverters connected together, with a high 
frequency link, the system can convert input power of any 
frequency and voltage to output power of any other frequency 
-
and voltage (17) ,(18). The term generalised transformer is 
sometimes used to describe such a power conversion system. 
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1.3 Cosinusoidal control method. 
Control of cycloconverters is achieved by 
modulating firing angles. Therefore to simulate a sine wave 
the thyristors are, at first, triggered to produce a low 
voltage. Then the firing angle is advanced to increase the 
output voltage and is again retarded at the end of the half 
cycle. The firing angle is thus, in general, changing from 
one pulse to the next. 
For a P pulse phase controlled converter with 
continuous current, the average output voltage over a period 
between firing of thyristors with constant firing angle is 
given by Lander (19)(P.77). 
Vmean = Vmax * ~ * SIN(2t) * COS(o<) 
'1:. p 
where P is the pulse number of the circuit 
t:>( is the firing angle 0 ~c>( ~ )( 
Hence with~= 0 the converter produces maximum output 
voltage and by definition is the earliest possible moment 
for natural commutation. With the desirable output voltage 
for cycloconverter in the form of Vo * SIN(9), 
if the converter is to produce this voltage 
Then Vo * SIN(e) = K * Vmax *COS(~) 
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o(= cos-1 (r * SIN(e)). 
To approximate the desired sinusoidal output for the 
cycloconverter, the cosine of the firing angle (~) must vary 
sinusoidally. For maximum output voltage i.e. r=l, the 
firing angle is actually increasing and decreasing linearly 
(20l ,(21). As the firing angle is changing, the average 
output voltage giv~n above is not strictly applicable to 
cycloconverter but the output as shown in Fig. 1.4, roughly 
follows the desired sinusoidal waveform. To search for 
better output waveforms the firing angles ~reduced by the 
cosinusoidal control method is varied as described latter. 
Traditionally with analog control circuits, a 
series of cosine timing waves are derived from the supply 
(see Fig. 1.4 and 1.5). For the three pulse example shown, 
these are just the input phases inverted and scaled down to 
appropriate scale. For the six ~ulse case, the cosine timing 
waves are the sum of two input waves and their inversion. 
These cosine timing waves are compared with the output of a 
free running oscillator - the reference wave to produce the 
firing instants. At the crossing point of the two waves, the 
instantaneous value of the cosine timing wave equals the 
instantaneous value of 
next thyristor at that 
voltage proportional to 
the reference wave and firing the 
instant would produce an output 
the reference wave. The rate of 
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change of the reference wave determines the rate of change 
of output and therefore its frequency. The relative 
amplitude of the reference wave determines the magnitude of 
the output voltage and is definedas unity when they are of 
equal amplitude. 
With the cosinusoidal control method, the firing 
angles depend on the value of the two waves as they cross 
each other. The values at other parts of the wave do not 
affect the result. Also the crossin~occur at irregular 
intervals and the method is called the Natural Sampling 
Method. A modification of the method that attempbto produce 
the desired output at more regular intervals, at the start 
of the cosine timing wave, is called Regular Sampling Method 
(22) as shown in Fig.l.5. The output is supposedto synthesis 
the reference wave at regular intervals ,i.e. at the start 
of the cosine timing waves, but the firing instants are, of 
co\Sse, still at irregular intervals to produce an A.C. 
output. 
-
The actual number of cosine timing waveforms in a 
input cycle equals the pulse number of theconverter circuit. 
For a 50 Hz supply, 3 pulse circuit, the spacing between the 
cosine timinq waves is 6.6 mS or 120 degrees. The reference 
wave is the controllable signal and can change in frequency 
and amplitude independently and hence vary the output 
voltage and frequency of the cycl?converter. In fact the 
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reference wave need not be sinusoidal and the cycloconverter 
can be considered as a 'linear' amplifier of the reference 
wave if cosine timing waves are used. A trapezoidal 
reference waveform is sometimes used to improve the input 
power factor and increase the magnitude of the wanted 
component. Timing using other waveforms e.g. triangular was 
considered by .eland (23) and shows that the use of 
cosinusoidal control signals is desirable for sinusoidal 
outputs. 
1.4 Power factor of cycloconverter. 
Cycloconverters can handle both capacitive and 
inductive loads. In fact the phase angle between the 
fundamental component of voltage and current can be greater 
than 90 degrees. With displacement angles greater than 90 
degrees or power factor negative, the power flow is 
reversed. Therefore one cvcloconverter at each end is 
sufficient for a high frequency bi-directional power 
transfer link. In drive applications, this results in 
regenerative braking. 
The input power factor of a cycloconverter is, 
however, always lagging. This is due to the fact that at 
most parts of the output cycle, the firing angle is greater 
than zero to produce a less than maximum output voltage and 
consumes current in the latter part of the input cycle. The 
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input current is not sinusoidal but only the fundamental of 
the input current produces real power. The maximum input 
power factor, shown by Pelly (15) (P.359), is 0,843 and 
occurs at maximum output voltage with unity load 
displacement factor. This could be an important 
consideration as more and more thyristor cirQuits are used 
and could lead to restriction in their use or higher tariff 
on thyristor equipments. This is an even more important 
consideration if supply comes from a weak link or a 
dedicated generator as is almost certainly the case for VSCF 
applications. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
ANALYSIS OF CYCLOCONVERTER OUTPUT ·WAVEFORM 
Page 20 
2. Analysis of cycloconverter outpot waveform. 
As the output voltage waveform of a cycloconverter 
is not a pure sine wave but made up of sections of sine 
waves at supply frequency, assessment of the distortion is 
important. It helps to evaluate the merit of different 
control strategies and to enable comparison to be made with 
other converter systems. It also helps to deduce the 
acceptability of such a waveform to the load and obtain the 
desirable filter characteristic if it is required. 
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2.1 Fourier component method. 
The usual method of analysis is to transform the 
output waveform into the frequency domain using Fourier 
series. The waveform to be analysed must be periodical. If 
the waveform to be transformed is F{t) with period T. Then 
00 
-
F{t) = Ao +~An*COS{nwt) +,L:Bn*SIN{nwt) 
n=l n=l 
where Ao = 1/T 'ioF {t) dt 
An = 2/T LF{t)*COS{nwt) dt 
0 
Bn = 2/T ~F{t)*SIN{nwt) dt 
0 
w = 2~/T 
n is a positive inteser. 
alternatively 
oQ 
F{tl=l:Cn*COS{nwt+ln) 
n.o 
/n 
_, 
= TAN {Bn/An) 
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This is an infinite but convergent series of 
sinusoidal functions. The frequencies of these are multiples 
of the repetition frequency of the waveform (plus a d.c. 
term if the waveform is not balanced) . A method for 
determining the fundamental repetition frequency (Ff) of a 
cycloconverter output waveform was described by Hanley (24). 
This involves calculating the quantity P*Fi/Fo (In most 
cases this is the number of sections of input wave in a 
output cycle, see section 2.1.2), and reducing the numerator 
and denominator to the smallest integers. If D is the 
smallest integer denominator, then it requires D cycles of 
the wanted output before the waveform repeats 
itself. Therefore the fundamental repetition frequency is 
1/D times the wanted output frequency i.e. Fo/D. The wanted 
output component becomes a harmonic of the repetition 
frequency. However, the amplitude of the fundamental could 
be very small compared with the wanted output component. 
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2.1.1 Graphical Methods. 
The harmonic content of some waveforms, e.g. the 
magnetising current of a transformer, can be obtained by 
graphical methods. To obtain the third harmonic component, 
three output waveforms, displaced by one third of the period 
of the complete waveform are added together and then divided 
by three. Higher order harmonics can be evaluated using 
numerical· integration of the Fourier series. These methods 
can be useful for evaluating a few of the harmonics of 
experimental waveforms. 
Graphical methods are not very useful for analysing 
cycloconverter waveforms because the amplitudes of the low 
order harmonics, e.g. third and fifth harmonics in the 
working range, are usually low. The dominant harmonics are 
centred around the average switching frequency P*Fi. 
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2.1.2 Modifications of Fourier Series. 
For a cycloconverter with ideal source and 
semiconductor switch, i.e. assuming no commutation overlap 
and conduction losses, one phase of the output voltage of a 
cycloconverter can be represented by: 
F(t)= 
SIN (wt+ps'l) 
SIN (wt+p2) 
To < t < T 1 , Tp ( t < Tp+ 1 , 
Tl <t< T2, 
SIN(wt+fpJ Tp-l<t< Tp, T2p-l<t( T2p, 
F(t+Tmp) 
where Tmp is the period of the waveform. 
T(m-l)p <t<T(m-l)p+l 
Tmp-1 < t<. Tmp 
This equation shows that the sinusoidal input 
waveforms are connected to the output in turn. Therefore the 
output can also be described as a phase modulated sine wave. 
The step change of phase is equal to 2~/P but at irregular 
intervals. 
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There is usually a large number of sections, e.g. 
30 for a six pulse cycloconverter with 10 Hz output. 
Therefore analysis by the normal Fourier series is very 
laborious. A large number of terms need to be integrated and 
the limits substituted to obtain the Fourier coefficients. 
Using the fact that the input waveforms are sinusoidal, 
Hanley (25) reduced the equations of integration to 
algebraic summation. The product of the two sinusoidal 
functions to be integrated is rearranged to become the sum 
of two sinusoidal functions. The integration is then 
performed on the two terms, leaving the times of switchings 
to be substituted. The derivation is shown in Appendix I. 
The calculation of Fourier components using the 
modified method is ideally suited for a digital computer. A 
Fortran 77 program was written to perform the calculations. 
Section 4.5 will give a more detail descri~tion of the 
program. 
Another modification of the Fourier series, in 
complex form, was published by Slonim (26). By performing 
integration by parts twice on the product of the two 
sinusoidal functions, the integration is once again reduced 
to summation. 
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2.1.3 The Fast Fourier Transform. 
The Fast Fourier Transform (F.F.T.) is a numerical 
analysis technique that also eliminates the need to perform 
integrations. A periodic waveform is sampled at 2N points 
and transformed into (2~-1) frequency components. The 
algorithm for the transform itself is very efficient 
compared with a numerical integration implementation of the 
Fourier series. But for cycloconverter output waveforms not 
much computation time may be saved by using this method as 
all 2N points of the output need to be evaluated. There may 
be a thousand points to give anaccurate representation of 
the waveform, compared with the evaluation of just the 
switching instants in the last method. 
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2.1.4 Existence functions. 
Existence functions (5) are mathematical 
descriptions of the operation of switching power converters. 
Ari existence function has a numerical value of one or zero 
to describe the two states of a mechanical or semiconductor 
switch (all types - thyristor, transistor . etc.). Operation 
of the whole converter is described by a set of existence 
functions defining the actions of all switches. The 
usefulness of existence functions in converter analysis is 
that the output of a converter can be considered as the sum 
of the outputs produced by the individual switches - hence 
described as the total sum of the existence functions 
multiplied by the input waveforms. To obtain the frequency 
component, the input waveforms and existence functions are 
transformed separately into the frequency domain and then 
multiplied together to obtain the contributions from every 
input phase. These are added together to obtain the spectrum 
of the complete waveform. The procedure is efficient because 
usually the input can be considered as steady d.c. or pure 
sine wave a.c. These can be represented by a single term in 
the frequency domain. The procedure is efficient also 
because the existence function having value of either one or 
zero is relatively easy to transform into frequency domain. 
This eliminates the need of integrating complicated terms. 
The particular advantage of this approach for 
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frequency analysis is that it can be applied to all 
switching converter"s and it gives a universal approach to 
the subject that is, the function and behaviour of 
switching converters are controlled by the switches and 
depends on the switching pattern or existence function. 
2.1.5 Spectrum analyser. 
Practical measurement of harmonic distortion 
involves . the use of a spectrum analyser. The spectrum 
analyser resolves the input waveform into its harmonic 
components and displays amplitude of harmonic against 
frequency rather than the usual display of amplitude against 
time on an oscilloscope. During the evaluation of the 
harmonic amplitudes, only a finite number of output cycles 
can be considered by the spectrum analyser. There are two 
types of spectrum analyser. One type employs a tunable 
analog filter, and the display is built up point by point 
along the frequency scale. Therefore if the waveform is not 
repeatable, the harmonics are strictly from different 
waveforms. Also it takes a long time (in the order of tens 
of minutes) to produce the spectrum of a waveform at mains 
frequency. As it requires a very stable but turnable 
reference frequency, a warm up period after switch on is 
also required to eliminate thermal drift before accurate 
results can be taken. 
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The Fast Fourier Transform type analyser digitizes 
the input waveform and performs the transformation 
digitally. Only one set of successive samples of the input 
is taken and is used to calculate the amplitudes of all the 
harmonics. The process can be seperated into the sampling of 
the wa~form and the transform calculation. The sampling 
process is exactly the same as that in a data logger or 
digital storage oscillscope. Indeed, a recent trend is to 
link a digital storage oscilloscope, often with a IEEE-488 
or GPIB bus, to a micro-computer and to perform the 
calculations in the computer. Thus the frequency analysis is 
performed by two low cost general purpose equipments. As the 
sampling frequency in the F.F.T. type analyser can be kept 
constant easily at low frequency, this eliminates the 
problem of frequency drift in the analog filter type 
analyser. The experimental results were obtained on a H.P. 
3582A F.F.T. spectrum analyser. 
Phase information is generally not available on an 
analog filter type analyser. The F.F.T. type analyser 
usually uses the trigger point as reference. Therefore, if 
the phase between reference wave and fundamental output 
component is required, the analyser must be triggered by the 
reference wave. 
as it could be 
memory.) Also 
(The reference wave is not always available 
just numbers stored in the computer's 
the phase of all harmonics depends on the 
triggering point. 
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2.2 Assessment of Harmonic Content. 
The production of harmonics in the output of a 
cycloconverter as a result of the inherent process of 
synthes~s is unavoidable.~output of acycloconverter will 
always contain some harmonics. Strictly, due to the 
modulation of a fixed input frequency by a changing wanted 
output frequency, the frequencies of distortion components 
are generally not integer multiples of the wanted output 
frequency, but the term harmonic is used to refer to 
frequencies other than the wanted frequency. It 
shown by Pelly (15) (P.397) that the frequency 
has 
of 
been 
the 
distortion components of a three pulse cycloconverter with 
cosinusoidal control can be expressed as 
3(2P-l)*Fi+2nFo and P*Fi+(2n+l)*Fo. 
This shows that with output frequencies much lower than the 
input frequency the harmonics are in families centred around 
frequencies at inte·ger multiplesof the average switching 
frequency P*Fi. It also shows that some of the distortion 
components can have frequencies lower than the wanted output 
frequency. For example the (3Fi - 4Fo) term, with input 
frequency of 50 Hz and output frequency of 35 Hz, has a 
frequency of 10 Hz. In general, all components with 
frequencies lower than the wanted output frequency are 
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termed sub-harmonic. The condition for having sub~harmonic 
components is related to the repetition frequency which is 
discussed in section 2.1. There is no sub-harmonic at output 
frequency of P*Fi/n (where n is a integer) i.e. for a 
three pulse cycloconverter, the output frequency is 150, 75, 
50~ 37.5, 30, 25 etc Hz. because the repetition 
frequency·is equal to the wanted output frequency. It should 
be made clear that the use of Fourier series can be still 
an 
completely valid even forAoutput with sub-harmonics because 
the fundamental frequency of the Fourier series is set to 
the repetition frequency rather than the wanted output 
frequency. 
Another implication of the general harmonic 
frequency expressions is that certain frequencies can have 
contributions from more than one family. For example, with 
input frequency of 50Hz and output frequency of 30 Hz, the 
(3Fi - 4Fo) term has a frequency equal to 30 Hz i.e. the 
wanted output frequency. The (9Fi - 14Fo) component also has 
a frequency of 30 Hz. The harmonic_having a frequency of 270 
Hz has contribution from the (3Fi + 4Fo) term as well as the 
(6Fi - Fa) term. This makes the analysis of harmonic 
amplitudesat SPecific values of frequencies in close form 
very difficult because theoretically there are a large 
number of contributions from many families. It is uncertain 
how many of these components are significant. 
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The acceptability of distorted output waveforms as 
discussed above depends on the application. For v.s.c.F. 
applications the specification can be stated in very simple 
terms such as T.H.D. less than a certain value say ten 
percent and with each individual harmonics less than say 
five percent. For drive applications the situation is more 
complicated as the current harmonic is af!ected by the load. 
The limiting factors being the manifestation of harmonics as 
torque pulsation and extra losses. As some loads cannot 
tolerate torque pulsation while others are heavily damped, 
there is no absolute limit of harmonic amplitude above which 
the output becomesunacceptable. 
It has been shown by Pelly {15) (P.236-238) that the 
R.M.S. distortion is minimum, for a circulating current 
cycloconverter with continuous current, when the 
cosinusoidal control method is employed. This is not to say 
that the cosinusoidal control method is the optimum control 
method. The current can be discontinuous in some part of the 
cycle. The losse~ in the load may not be proportional to the 
value of R.M.S. distortion because of factors such as 
winding inductance and saturation of the magnetic components 
in the load. For an induction motor, the.inductance of the 
motor winding tends to reduce the amplitude of higher order 
current harmonics. Therefore harmonics with low frequency 
tend to have greater effect on the motor. The interaction of 
the supply harmonics and the space harmonics produced by the 
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motor slots is complex. A good index should reflect either 
torque pulsation as a percentage of the load torque or the 
additional losses due to harmonics in the waveform or a 
combination of the two manifestation of harmonics depending 
on application. But unless a motor as well as the nature of 
the mechanical load is specified, the losses in the motor as 
well as the effect of different harmonics cannot be 
determined. However, in general, harmonics with low 
frequency, especially sub-harmonics are to be avoided. 
Although Fourier series imply there is an infinite 
number of harmonics, in practice when studying harmonics a 
finite range must be established. It can be solved by 
assuming that a low pass filter with a known cut off 
frequency is available or the harmonics having frequencies 
above that range have negligible effect. The cut off 
frequency for this work, which was chosen to be above the 
average switching frequency, is 500 Hz. This value is of the 
right order because the amplitudes of harmonics above that 
frequency are rarely greater than few percent and the 
frequency is a lot higher than the wanted component so a 
simple filter can be used to attenuate harmonics above that 
frequency. 
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2.3 Time domain method. 
The methods of analysis described so far are all in 
the frequency domain. The distortion of the cycloconverter 
output waveform can also be quantified in the time domain. 
Criteria such as the total absolute volt-sec error 
of the waveform may be a useful parameter. The advantage of 
the time domain method is that it is a single value 
parameter which is very convenient for comparison. Pelly's 
proof of minimum R.M.S. distortion with the cosinusoidal 
control is an example. However it does not account for the 
rapid changes in the voltage waveform or the high frequency 
component. Hence~time domain method requires further 
development to take that into account. 
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CHAPTER .THREE 
METHOD OF' INVESTIGATlON OF FIRING ANGLE·CHANGES. 
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3 Method of Investigation of firing angle changes. 
3.1 Modification of firing angles produced by 
the cosinusoidal control method. 
As shown in section 1.3, the cosinusoidal control 
method is the natural choice for 'the generation of firing 
angles. This is used as a starting point of investigation to 
explore the possibility offered by the experimental 
microprocessor based control system. 
Any 
cosinusoidal 
hence alters 
methods must 
changes of firing angle produced by the 
control method alters the output waveform and 
the harmonic content. However systematic 
be used because usually there are a large 
number of firing angles. Each firing angle, in theory, is a 
continuous variable (in the experimental system it can be 
adjusted by 1/512 of the supply period i.e. less than one 
degree) and there are a large number of combinations of 
changes that can be made to the firing angles. With analog 
control circuitry, the modifications that can be made are 
limited to changing the shapes of the timing and reference 
waveforms to that which can be generated accurately and 
easily in practice for example, having one or both of the 
waves triangular instead of sinusoidal or adding second 
harmonic to the reference wave. With microprocessor based 
control, it can change the value of one or any combination 
of the firing angles. 
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As suggested in section 2.2 ·it is not possible to 
eliminate all harmonics in the output of cycloconverters. 
Considering Pelly's proof of the desirability of the 
cosinusoidal control method (15) (P.236-238); i.e. it 
produced the minim urn R.M.S. distortion, then the best that 
can be achieved is a better compromise of 
harmonic amplitudes. One or more of the more harmful low 
order harmonics may be suppressed in exchange for an 
increase of the high order harmonics. Further, Miyairi's 
proof (27) of the equivalence in harmonics between 
cycloconverters and bridge converters state that the R.M.S. 
voltage of the 6*m*Fi component of the bridge converter is 
equal to the total R.M.S. voltage of the 6*m*Fi family of the 
cycloconverter if the firing angle of the bridge converter 
(oQand the modulation depth r of the cycloconverter are 
related by COS(~) = r/J2. This implies that the best trade 
off that can be done is further restricted to within one 
harmonic family. 
One possible method used is to change one of the 
firing angles produced by the consinusoidal control method. 
The last pulse in the output cycle can be the longest and 
thus gives more scope of investigation. This is selected to 
study the effect of its variation upon harmonics. The last 
pulse in both half cycles were changed together by the same 
amount otherwise second harmonic will be introduced. 
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For an output frequency of 25Hz, which is close to 
the limit of the practical operating range, the firing of 
each pulse was varied over the possible range to study the 
effect upon ha~monics. The theoretical possible value of 
firing angle is between 0 and 180 degrees. However, if the 
changes are restricted to affect one firing angle only, then 
there is a further restriction. The firing angle can not 
decrease by more than the conduction period of the last 
pulse i.e. ( 2X/p + fn- rfn_1) and increase by more than 
(2itjp + ~n+t fn). See Fig. 3.1 below. 
I 
~l'l:::. i( 
Fig. 3.1 Range of firing angle adjustment. 
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3.2 Variation of phase of the reference wave in the 
cosinusoidal control method. 
As discuss~d in section 1.3, the cosine timing 
waves are synchronized to the supply, and their spacings are 
fixed according to converter configuration i.e. 2~/P. With 
analog control circuitry, the reference wave is produced by 
a free running oscillator. It is difficult to maintain an 
exactly fixed frequency ratio between the mains supply and 
output of the oscillator. Therefore, the phase angle between 
the two waves with changing ratio of frequencies is 
meaningless. 
With digital control circuitry, the natural choice 
is to have the cosine timing and reference waves 
synchronized by using the same clock as reference. This 
clock signal is derived from and synchronizea to the supply 
-
using P.L.L. circuitry which will be described in section 
4.1. Therefore the timing and reference wave are in effect 
phase-locked to the supply. As pointed out by Tso (28), the 
timing and reference wave need not be generated physically. 
The method suggested by Matonka (20) stores the triggering 
pattern only, and there is no sinusoidal signal in analog or 
digital form. The firing angles can simply cycle through a 
sequence stored as a look up table in memory. 
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For output frequencies which have output to input 
frequency ratios that can be analysed by Fourier series, 
i.e. frequency ratio in rational number, there is a fixed 
phase relationship between the timing and reference wave. 
The waveforms in Fig.3.2 illustrate such a condition. These 
waveforms are plotted by a digital plotter which is 
controlled by RML 380Z microcomputer via a IEEE-488 
interface. The BASIC program is listed in Appendix II. The 
input to output frequency ratio is two and the length of one 
half cycle of the output equals one cycle of the input. 
Therefore each half cycle of the output is of equal length, 
and the values of firing angle in corresponding pulsesis 
identical. That is, the phase relationship between the 
timing and reference wave at the start of the period 
included for Fourier analysis is the same as at the end i.e. 
the start of the next cycle. The phase between the cosine 
timing and reference wave is defined as zero when the 
instantane~s value of the cosine timing wave is one while 
the reference wave is zero. The value of the phase is 
expressed in the input frequency scale. These definitionS 
will be used in the rest of the dissertation. The phase 
between them can, of course, be varied over a range of 
values. Fig. 3.2 show three different phase angles between 
cosine timing and reference waves. 
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Fig. 3.2a Cosinusoidal control method with phase between s tart o f c osine timing and 
reference wave_ equals to szS . ( .::C /12) 
\ 
' \ 
\. 
\ 
r/J=o 
Fig. 3. 2b --trol method with phase between start of cosine timing a nd -- -
r eference wave equals to ~ · (~ = 0) 
-Fig. 3.2c Cosinusoidal control method with phase between start of cosine timing and 
reference wave equals to ~ - (- ~/12) 
The first and subsequent cross-over points of the 
-
waves (the firing instants) varies with the phase between 
the two waves. Therefore the output waveforms with the same 
control method, circuit configuration, modulation depth and 
the same output to input frequency ratio can be different. 
It will be shown in chapter five that the spectrum contents 
change as well. 
The phase shift described is not the same as the 
phase between reference waves in order to produce~poly-phase 
output. In fact poly-phase reference waves can be shifted 
together with respect to the timing wave. For an output 
frequency of 25Hz the phase relationship between cosine 
timing and reference wave in the three output phases are 
identical. Power factor of the load does not affect the 
phase shift either. 
Apart from the pulse number of the circuit, the 
range of phase angle or length of time the reference wave 
can be shifted before the same output waveform is produced 
depends on the ratio of the fundamental repetition frequency 
to the wanted output frequency of the output (or the 
quantity Fo/Ff). With six pulse operation and wanted output 
frequency equal to fundamental repetition frequency, the 
range is 60 degrees in the input frequency scale or 3.3 mS 
for a 50 Hz input. 
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If the fundamental repetition frequency is 1/n 
times the output frequency, the range is reduced by 1/n 
times. For example with fundamental repetition frequency 
equal to half the wanted output frequency, the range is 
reduced by half to 30 degrees or 1.66mS. Hence the second 
cycle of the reference wave is phase shifted by 30 degrees 
compared with the first cycle. 
An undefined situation occurs if the crossing isat 
when the instantaneous values of both waves equal to zero. 
The cross-over can be included or left out in that half 
cycle. Fig.3.lc shows the case where the pulse is included 
while Fig.3.la omitted the crossing point. The net results 
· in the output waveform being shifted one pulse from the 
start to the end of the output half cycle. The problem is 
similar to that of the possibility of mis-fire when the 
converter is required to produce maximum output voltage but 
the end-stop control approach is not suitable as this would 
produce an unbalanced output i,e. with a mean d.c. level. 
When the repetition frequency becomes much lower 
than the wanted output frequency, the range of phase becomes 
very small and has little effect upon firing angles on 
successive cycles. If the ratio of output to repetition 
frequency is an irrational number and the waveform never 
repeats itself, the phase between cosine timing and 
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reference wave can not be controlled. However, for a 
waveform that can be analysed by the Fourier series method, 
i.e. a waveform with finite repetition period, this phase 
has a finite value. This phase relationship between cosine 
timing and reference wave must be taken into consideration 
when comparing the amplitude of harmonics between different 
control strategies. There is no known publication that 
considers this variable and this is therefore a useful area 
of study. For some drive applications, with the output 
frequency fixed over a long period of time, it could well be 
profitable to phase shift the reference wave so that the 
harmonic losses produced in the load are a minimum at that 
frequency and load displacement angle. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM. 
4. Experimental system. 
The experimental system can be divided into four 
functional units: (i)the control circuit which contains the 
microprocessor, (ii)the synchronisation and timing circuit 
which enable the microprocessor to work in synchronism with 
the mains supply, (iii)the power circuit which performsthe 
actual frequency c~version, and (iv)zero current detection 
and current waveform sensing circuit. These units will be 
described in the following sections. Fig. 4.1 below shows 
the complete cycloconverter setup. 
Fig. 4.1 The experimental cycloconverter. 
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4.1 The microprocessor control circuit. 
The basic requirement for the control circuit is to 
control the power circuit so that"it produce the waveforms 
that are described in chapter 3. The waveform must be 
repetitive so that it can be analysed by a spectrum 
analyser. Hence the microprocessor is required to alter the 
firing angles cyclically for each pulse of the converter 
according to the required output. The system is required to 
make use of the flexibility of stored program control to 
investigate different control parameters and strategies. The 
potential saving in manufacturing using microprocessors with 
many peripheral functions on chip is not of importance in 
this project. Thus the possibility of usingasingle chip 
controller type microprocessor with program stored in ROM 
(Read Only Memory) or EPROM (Erasable Programmable Read Only 
Memory) is eliminated. 
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A microprocessor other than the single chip 
controller type usually requires some peripheral devices to 
perform properly. They can include ROM, RAM (Random Access 
Memory), PIO (Peripheral input/output) and clock signal 
generator. The development time to integrate such parts into 
a functional unit can be much reduced or eliminated 
altogether if a ready-built development system can be used. 
These systems usually provide some monitor functions with a 
key pad and some form of display so that the user can 
inspect and change the content of memory and registers. The 
execution of user program can be controlled by single 
stepping and setting up various break points in the program 
using facilities provided by the monitor so that the user 
can verify the loqical operation at various stages in the 
program. 
However, for this real time control application 
where there is only around a milli-second between successive 
firing pulses, the microprocessor control circuit is 
required to respond within that time. Therefore, it is 
desirable to have full control over the interrupt facility 
and not rigidly controlled by the monitor, at least when the 
user program is running so that the user program can respond 
to external events in the shortest possible time and assign 
priority to events according to their urgency. In this case 
the firing angle jittering due to slow interrupt response 
must be minimized. 
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A method of storing program and data in permanent 
form such as on cassette tape or floppy disc, or in 
semi-permanenfform such as battery back-up RAM, is essential. 
The system should also be flexible enough so that it can be 
expanded at a later stage if required, for example to 
increase the amount of memory. 
There is another type of microprocessor development 
system which emulates the action of a microprocessor in the 
control circuit during development. Instead of adding 
components to the development system, a seperate 
self-containedcontrol circuit- the target system is built. 
But the microprocessor is unplugged and the emulator is used 
in the target system instead. These emulators are very 
flexible in exercising parts of the control circuit and are 
suitable for the development of single chip controller type 
microprocessor systems. When all the development work is 
finished the microprocessor is then put back in place of the 
emulator. 
Comparing with most eight bit microprocessors, 
sixteen bit microprocessors with more processing power are 
more suitable for the control of cycloconverters which 
require evaluation of sinusoidal functions. Although a 
sixteen bit microprocessor itself is not expensive, a 
sixteen bit microprocessor development is at least an order 
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of magnitude more expensive than an eight bit system. This 
may account for the absence of reports on developments using 
sixteen bit systems. The unit selected for this work is the 
MPF-1 'Microprofessor' single board computer manufactured by 
Multitech Industrial Corporation. The unit contain most of 
the essential parts including a Z-80 mictoprocessor running 
at 2MHz. Only one Z-80 PIO chip is added to the standard 
unit which is a straight forward plug in operation. 
Some facility to assist program development is also 
desirable. Program development work can be performed on a 
separate computer (micro, mini or even main frame computer) 
as long as the codes developed can be transfeoed into the 
development system easily. This can be accomplished either by 
an electrical connection such as a RS-232 serial link, or by 
programming the codes into an EPROM and which is then plu~d 
into the development system. A Research Machine 380Z 
microcomputer running a z-80 assembler was used for the 
-the 
'development of~assembley language program. 
There are a large number of programming languages 
available for microcomputers. They range from low level 
machine code language to high level language such as BASIC. 
The trade-off is between ease of programming, good 
arithmetic and scientific functions for high level languages 
and fast execution speed for low level languages. Generally 
high level programming languages are more efficient to 
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program e.g. it is an easy matter to pe~orm floating point 
multiplication in BASIC. The most common language for a 
microcomputer is interpreted BASIC which is slow compared 
with other compiled high level languages such as Pascal and 
compiled BASIC. However, these high level languages are 
incapable of dealing with interrupts efficiently which is 
essential for real time control. Forth is a threaded 
language which requires the programmer to define words which 
are treated in the same way as vocabulary in the language 
itself. The language is stack orientated and uses Reverse 
Polish Logic notation. Execution is fast compared with BASIC 
but usually offers integer arithmetic functions only. It is 
a good compromise if the control function is not too 
demanding. 
A six pulse converter bridge, with supply frequency 
at 50Hz, has on average 3.3mS between each pulse. The 
control program is required to obtain the correct firing 
angle for the next pulse and place it in the correct 
channel, hence firing the correct thyristor at the desired 
time. It also has to decide if it is necessary to change 
converter bridge to allow current flowing in the opposite 
direction. There are other secondary functions which are 
desirable if it can be incorporated. For example, to sense 
if current is exceeding the limit or device temperature is 
too high. A display to indicate the state of the controller 
is also desirable. For the present generation of eight bit 
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microprocessors, the clock speed is usually between ·one and 
five mega-Hertz. Hence a basic instruction such as load 
accumulator takes around a micro-second. With high level 
languages there is a lot of overhead to deal with variable 
names, line numbers etc. and cannot handle the required 
operation within the 3.3mS available. The only viable option 
is using assembly language. 
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4.2 Synchronisation and Timing. 
In order to modulate the firing angles and hence to 
control the output voltage waveforms of the cycloconverter, 
synchronisation of the control program and hence the firing 
circuit to the supply is essential. A useful timing 
reference is to establish the earliest instant of time where 
natural commutation can occur between the conducting 
thyristor and the incoming thyristor. The firing angle is 
customarily defined as zero at this instant. The desired 
firing angle or controlled time delay for the firing pulse 
can then be implemented using this timing reference. The 
circuit used was based on a design published by Bhat (29). 
The block diagram of the circuit is shown in Fig.4.2. 
,2 GROUP E.VA8 lE 
r--1 )lp / 
'8 
DHA'( C4') 
SINGLe THR£E 
PHASE PHASE 'TO G ATE' 
REFERENCE. Of-
-50Hz Opto- SOH oz. 
-:6 (I) DOWN {51 AND TH\'RI isolator- SQ . P.L.L. ( l.) ~ ~ SINE 300Hz. (3) COUNTERS C.AT£S (4-) 120UTPICTS 
sroA, 
512 • 50Hz 
Fig. 4.2 Block diagram of the control circuit. 
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The function of synchronisation was performed by a 
Phase Lock Loop (P.L.L.) circuitry because of its inherent 
out of band signals rejection characteristic which minimise 
the timing error that may be introduced by noise in the 
supply. The requirement for this P.L.L. circuit is not 
demanding. As lock-in transientsonly occur at switch-on and 
the triggering of thyristors can be delayed until the P.L.L. 
circuit becomes locked, hence the pull-in time is not 
critical. The supply frequency is fairly constant and 
variation is well within the lock range of the P.L.L.· if the 
centre frequency has been selected correctly. Using the CMOS 
4046 P.L.L. circuit with its phase comparator II selected, 
the output is always in phase with the input when the P.L.L. 
is in lock independent of the working frequency. 
In order to supply a suitable signal to the P.L.L. 
the supply voltage in one phase of the supply was stepped 
down, rectified and reshaped by amplification to saturation 
using the transistor in the oeto-isolator to become a square 
wave. The mark space ratio of this signal is not exactly one 
to one but that introduces only a negligib~ phase error to 
the timing signal. 
There is a divide by six counter between the output 
of the voltage controlled oscillator and the input of the 
phase comparator in the P.L.L .. That is the P.t:L. is 
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working in the frequency multiply mode. One of the outputs 
from the P.L.L. circuit, trace ~] of Fig.4.3, is a square 
wave which is at six times the supply frequency and 
synchronised to the supply. This signal which contain all 
the timing references required by a six pulse bridge, i.e. 
all the starting points of the cosine timing waves, is used 
to interrupt the microprocessor. The divide by six counter 
produces three signals, traces [1] , (2] and (3], with 120 
degrees phase shift between each pair of them. These three 
square waves of supply frequency are in phase with the three 
phase supply. Similar methods for obtaining a three-phase 
reference from one phase of the supply were reported by 
others in the field (21) (30). 
Fig. 4 . 3 Timing waveform of the timing circuit 
to generate firing angle (~). 
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The sequence of firing angles used for a particular 
output was worked out on a programmable calculator using the 
cosinusoidal control method and then transferred into the 
microprocessor memory. The microprocessor then follows the 
machine code program to cycle through the sequence of firing 
angles stored in memory to produce the desired fixed 
frequency output. Any or all of the firing angles stored in 
memory can be altered using the development system monitor 
to study the effect upon harmonics. The assembly language 
program that controls the firing angle is listed in Appendix 
III. The program is under interrupt control as described in 
the next paragraph. As the microprocessor receives only 
timing signals that are derived from the supply, any 
variation in the magnitude of the supply ~oltage is not 
compensated by change of firing angles. This is in contrast 
with the self regulation of output voltage against variation 
of input voltage obtained by using analog control circuitry 
when the cosine timing waves are derived from and with 
amplitude proportional to the supply. This self-regulation 
effect was described by Pelly (15) (P.231). 
Like the development of most control circuits using 
microprocessors, there is a lot of flexibility in choosing 
hardware or software to perform a particular function. The 
trade off is between work load for the microprocessor 
including the number of interrupts and possibility of 
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simultaneous occurrence while it is running and effort of 
programming against cost of extra components and 
construction effort. In this case, to reduce the work load 
of the eight bit microprocessor, the conversion of desired 
firing angles into actual time delays is performed by logic 
counters. The microprocessor is interrupted by the 
synchronisation signal via the strobe line of the P.r.o. The 
microprocessor then outputs the firing angle as an eight bit 
binary number into the P.r.o. This number is then loaded 
into the. appropriate counter at the instant when the 
microprocessor is interrupted again. The counter starts to 
count down and produces a delayed version of the input. For 
example with constant firing angle trace [6) is trace [2] 
delayed by ~· The three delayed square waves, trace [~ , ~) 
and (7] together with their inverses are combined using AND 
gates to produce six firing pulses. For example, trace [8] 
is in logic terms : trace [51 AND NOT trace [6) • There is 
also a third input to the AND gates for group enable. 
The clock for the logic counters, with a frequency 
of 512 times the supply frequency, is derived from the 
supply by another P.L.L. circuit. The smallest change of 
firing angle is l/512 of the input cycle which is less than 
one degree. This is considered as accurate enough for the 
investigation. 
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If the supply frequency is shifted from its nominal 
value of 50Hz, a phase angle of ten degrees, say, will 
correspond to a different length of time. The delay produced 
by the counters, however, is a true function of phase angle 
of the supply and not a multiple of fixed unit of time. This 
is because the clock signal for the counters is a multiple 
of the supply frequency and not a fixed frequency signal 
produced by a crystal oscillator. Therefore the frequency of 
the wanted output component is not fixed solely by the 
parameters on which the firing angle is calculated but 
changes in proportion to the input frequency. This is an 
advantage when the amplitudes of harmonics are being 
investigated. For the amplitude of harmonics will remain the 
same but frequencies of the harmonics will be shifted by an 
amount proportional to the input frequency as the harmonic 
frequency is a function of the input and output frequency. 
For example an one percent increase in frequency of the 
supply will mean an one percent increase in frequency of the 
wanted output component and all its harmonics. On the other 
hand, if time delay produced by the counter is the same 
irrespective of supply frequency, the output voltage 
waveform is different and the harmonic content will not 
remain the same. Any changes of harmonic amplitude due to 
Va(iation of input frequency may mask the changes of 
harmonic amplitude due to other effects under investigation. 
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For practical purposes, the frequency and voltage 
of the mains supply is fairly constant. The Central 
Electricity Generation Board (CEGB) is required by law to 
maintain the supply between 49.5 and 50.5 Hz and the 
operation limit set by CEGB itself is 49.8 to 50.2 Hz. 
Therefore the effects of voltage and frequency variation 
described eariler are negligable. The voltage regulation, 
however, may be significant when the supply is coming from 
the end of a long transmission line •. When operating from a 
small generator, the voltage and frequency are both 
changeable, feedback may be required to produce a steady 
output at wanted frequency. 
With the dual three phase six pulse converter 
bridges, the microprocessor is interrupted six times in an 
input cycle i.e. every 3.l mS. As only one bridge is 
triggered ·at a time and the two thyristors connected to the 
same supply line in a bridge would not be triggered at the 
same time, only three sets of counters are required for the 
dual six pulse bridges. The outputs of the counters and 
converter bridge selection signals are combined together 
using AND gates. The firing sequence and the matching of 
firing pulse to the correct thyristor is fixed by the 
wiring. Therefore, at the time of construction the phase 
sequence and phase shift with respect to the synchronisation 
signal of the supply as connected to the converter bridges 
were measured to match up with the firing pulses. 
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With more powerful microprocessors that run at 
higher clock rate, e.g. a sixteen bit processor running at 
12MHz, the external counter arrangement may become 
unnecessary. Chip count would be much reduced by using a 
single chip counter I timer that has three separate .counter 
channels. The microprocessor can be interrupted by the 
counter directly and then control the firing circuit 
directly via a P.I.O •• As the firing sequence is not fixed 
by wiring, the microprocessor can identify the phase 
sequence and phase shift of the three phase supply with 
respect to the reference signal at power up. Then the firing 
pulse can be steerE>/automatically to the correct thyristor 
d iJ,"
3 1' · · h d f ' an Ae 1m1natiogt e nee o connect1ng the three phase supply 
in a pre-determined order. 
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4.3 The Power circuit 
For isolation between control and power circuits, 
the firing pulses are applied to opto-isolated thyristors. 
See Fig.4.4. These were chosen to give maximum protection to 
the microcomputer. A pulse transformer with a high voltage 
spike across the secondary can induce enough energy to 
destroy the microcomputer and all other electronic circuits. 
As the current rating of the opto-isolated thyristor is not 
large enough to carry the main current, it is used to 
trigger the gate of the main thyristor i.e. a cascade 
connection. The signal going into the diode part of the 
opto-isolated thyristor is a continuous pulse for the whole 
duration in which the main thyristor is supposed to conduct. 
Unlike in the case of a pulse transformer, there is no need 
to modulate the pulse with a high frequency. However, once 
the main thyristor is on, the voltage between cathode and 
gate becomes low and the gate of the main thyristor is not 
driven by the opto-isolated thyristor. For loads with long 
~ 
time constant, or~the current. becomes discontinuous, the 
gate of the main thyristor remains driven until it is 
completely on. 
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Fig. 4.4 Details of trigger circuit,R-C snubber 
and thyristor module. 
Fig. 4.5 Details of the power circuit construction. 
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The power part of the circuit is shown in Fig.4.6. 
The main thyristor bridges consist of six thyristor modules. 
Each module consists of two thyristors on isolated casin~. 
These modules cost no more than conventional packaging but 
provlde avery easy and cheap method of construction. All 
twelve thyristors of the three phase input, single phase 
output cy.cloconverter we~e mounted on the same heat sink. The 
connection of thyristor modules into~onverter bridge is by 
two copper bars. The thyristors are rated at 18A and SOOV. 
With the supply at 200V and maximum current of about SA, 
this offers a large margin of safety and hence an easier 
task of protection. Also 6A ordinary HRC fuses instead of 
semiconductor fuses were used to reduce cost. The half cycle 
ten times over-current capability of the thyristor should 
give enough over-current protection. The R-C snubbers and 
transient suppressors of the voltage dependent resistant 
(VDR) type are mounted directly on top of the thyristor 
modules and thus reduce the length of conductor and its 
associated inductance. These R-C snubbers and transient 
suppressors reduce the rate of rise of the off-state voltage 
and magnitude of the voltage spikes, thereby also 
suppressing mains and radio interference. Fig.4.5 shows the 
construction detail including thyristor modules, heat sink, 
fuses and snubbers. 
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Fig. 4.6 Power circuit of the experimental cycloconverter. 
4.4 Zero current and current waveform sensing circuit. 
In order to operate the inhibition of the converter 
bridges, a zero current detection circuit is required. This 
is done by sensing the voltage across the thyristors. If a 
thyristor is conducting, there is only a small voltage 
across it. The thyristor would support a much higher voltage 
if it is not conducting. There is no current flowing if the 
voltages across all thyristors are higher than the 
conducting voltage drop across a thyristor. The draw back of 
this method is that when the supply voltage is near zero, 
the sensing circuit can not distinguish this from a 
conducting thyristor. One way to overcome this problem is to 
have a dead period, with neither bridge enabled, longer than 
the period of supply voltage that has voltage less than the 
voltage drop across a conducting thyristor. With a three 
phase supply, when one phase supply voltage is near zero, 
the other two phases are of course not near to zero. A zero 
current indication longer than the dead period is therefore 
an unambiguous zero current indication. 
sinte 
For a six pulse bridge circuit,Athe current flowing 
out of one thyristor connected to the positive rail comes 
back to another thyristor connected to the negative, only 
three voltages require checking. The two converter bridges 
of cycloconverter are connected back to back, i.e. the 
thyristors form anti-parallel pairs. Therefore the number of 
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voltages require checking remain three. The voltages in 
question are· full wave rectified and fed into 
opto-isolators. The output from the opto-isolators are 
.. ~ .. ~. 
combined using a NOR gate. This one bit signal,Aonly shows 
if there is current flowing through the thyristors, is used 
as current feed back signal. The magnitude of the current is 
not available to the microprocessor. If current feedback is 
required a separate sensor is needed. 
With the star point of the three phase supply 
earthed and an earthed C.R.O., the voltage of both output 
rails with respect to ground can be displayed. The total 
output voltage can be displa~on a C.R.O. with 'ADD' and 
'INVERSE' facility. 
The current waveform, however, can not be displayed 
on a C.R.O. using a dropping resistor. A Hall effect 
current sensor was constructed. The circuit diagram of the 
sensor is shown in Appendix IV. The current of interest is 
passed through a coil wound onto a 'C' shape ferrite core. 
The flux set up across the air gap, which is proportional to 
the current through the coil, is sensed by a Hall effect 
device. The air gap is just wide enough to accommodate the 
Hall effect sensor to create a maximum flux across the gap 
and hence maximum sensitivity for the sensor. The output 
voltage from the Hall effect sensor is amplified and 
calibrated against a known current. The frequency response 
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of this current transducer is from d.c. to more than 1 KHz. 
A useful variation of the tr~sducer circuit is to 
have two coils wounded on the same core. The current flowing 
in each coil is completely isolated but the flux set up in 
the core is due to both coils and the waveform of the sum of 
current is produced by the Hall effect transducer. This 
enables experimentation of the group change over control 
without any danger of thyristors being_ damaged by a large 
current circulating between the two converter bridges. If 
loads with equal impedance are connected to each group, the 
resultant current waveform 
flowing through a single 
is the same as for the current 
load. If both bridges are 
conducting at the same time, this error would be shown up as 
an unexpected zero current in the current waveform and 
possibly shows current goes down to zero in a large step. 
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• 
4.5 Computer simulation. 
A Fortran 77 program running on a PRIME computer is 
used to simulate the experimental cycloconveter. This 
provides a means of cross checking the harmonic content. The 
program as well as a set of input a"nd output data are listed 
in Appendix V. Figure 4.7 is the flow chart of the program. 
The program. is organised to get its input from a 
data file. The data file can contain more than one set of 
data so that the program can simulate the variation of one 
of the parameters over a range of values. The actual inputs 
of the program are : input frequency, number of pulsesin a 
wanted output cycle, frequency ratio of wanted component and 
lowest component in the output, highest harmonic component 
to be evaluated, time constant of load, modulation depth. 
Also the phase between cosine timing and reference wave or 
the value of the firing angle for the last pulse in an 
output half-cycle can be included. 
From these inputs, other constants such as output 
and repetition frequency and the number of wanted output 
cycle that need to be considered are calculated. Next, all 
the crossover points of the cosine timing and reference 
"!he 
waves for both~positive and negative group are calculated. 
Then the group change over instant is determined and the 
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appropriate switching instants for positive and negative 
groups are selected. These switching instants are sufficient 
to completely define the output voltage waveform. (neglect 
overlap and device volt-drops) From these switching 
instants, the individual harmonic amplitude is calculated 
using the modified Fourier ser~es described in 2.1.2. 
The outputs of the program are the frequency and 
amplitude of the harmonics. Also some other information such 
as the group change-over point are printed to provide more 
information to check the results. The amplitudes of the 
harmonics are also written into an output data file. The 
data stored in these files can be plotted using library 
routines provided by the PRIME computer. 
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Fig. 4. 7a Flow chart of firing angle calculation . 
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5 Experimental results. 
5.1 General observation techniques. 
The experimental 
satisf~ctorily and produces all 
cycloconverter performs 
the output waveforms as 
required. The supply for the experimental cycloconverter is 
200V three phase at 50Hz. The load for the single phase 
output consist of two 50 Watts 1000 ohm resistors in 
parallel. Therefore the output voltage and current waveforms 
are of the same shape. The output from the Hall effect 
current transducer which is of suitable magnitude is used 
for harmonic analysis by the spectrum analyser and displayed 
by the oscilloscope. 
When the experimental 
operated, the output waveform 
cycloconverter was first 
was proved to be stable by 
storing the waveform on an analog storage oscilloscope with 
continuous trigger-ing over a period of time say two minutes. 
Therefore a large number of waveforms, around a hundred say, 
are stored one on top of another. Instability or malfunction 
of the control circuit within that period of time which 
produce a different output waveform would show up as extra 
traces. However, special attention must be given to the 
trigger signal. In general, for a cycloconverter output 
voltage waveform, a clean-up version of the actual display 
is desirable for triggering the oscilloscope in order to 
provide a stable display. Some oscilloscopes offer an a.c. 
coupled trigger input with high frequency rejection which 
provide satisfactory triggering. Otherwise a simple low-pass 
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R-C filter can be used to clean-up the trigger signal. In 
any case one must ensure that such filtering on the trigger 
signal does not eliminate the display of spurious output 
waveforms. 
The time domain waveforms reproduced in the 
following pages are first recorded using a digital storage 
oscilloscope and then plotted on a flat-bed X-Y plotter. In 
contrast with the procedure adopted in the early stage, the 
waveform obtained is a single trace recording. The 
consistency of the output can still be checked by comparing 
one stored trace with another. The pre-trigger viewing and 
post-storage expansion facility of a digital storage 
oscilloscope also help to measure firing angles accurately. 
By using different amounts of pre-trigger, different 
sections of the output can be stored. This combined with the 
post-storage expansion enables the display of just one or 
two pulses on the screen to enhance resolution. The firing 
angle can also be measured quite accurately using a 
non-storage oscilloscope with a delayed time base. However, 
the display is difficult to read because there is a 
reduction of display intensity and a tendancy to flicker 
with the low output frequency of the cycloconverter. 
The harmonic spectrum produced by the spectrum 
analyser for each of the time domain waveforms is also 
plotted on the same graph paper which contains the time 
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domain waveform. As the two traces are plotted together at 
the same time, this technique eliminates the possibility of 
attributing a spectrum to a different waveform. The 
amplitudes of the individual harmonics shown are read-out 
from the spectrum analyser. They are normalised to the 
wanted component by setting the wanted component as 
reference on the spectrum analyser. Normalised harmonic 
amplitudes are suitable for comparing the cycloconverter 
against other frequency changers such as the quasi-square 
wave inverter. Normalised harmonic amplitudes are required 
for comparing the cycloconverter output waveform with a 
different input voltage specially for the 200V supply used 
which is not the 415V common standard. For VSCF applications 
normalised harmonic amplitude is a good starting point for 
calculating percentage T.H.D. and is a useful indication of 
the acceptability of the waveform. However for drive 
applications, extra losses in the motor are related to the 
absolute harmonic amplitude. With non-unity modulation 
depth, i.e. less than maximum output voltage, the process of 
normalisation is actually a retrograde step for determining 
extra losses in the motor. In this study almost all the 
waveforms investigated are with unity modulation depth. 
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5.2 Variation of phase between reference and 
cosine timing waves. 
5.2.1 Practical results. 
To investigate experimentally the effect of the 
variation of phase between cosine timing and reference waves 
upon harmonics, the three waveforms obtained in section 3.2 
were reproduced using the appropriate sets of firing angles 
in the control program. The firing angles used are shown in 
Fig.5.2 against the appropriate pulse on the time domain 
waveform in hexadecimal form as stored in memory. (80 HEX = 
90°) Table 2 below lists the firing angles used. In general, 
when the phase is different, all the firing angles require 
changing but not necessarily by such uniform steps as shown 
in Table 2. The change of firing angle is more irregular if 
the modulation depth is not unity. Fig. 5.1 shows the output 
of the timing circuit. Note that each pulse is the same 
length as the corresponding conduction period and there is a 
large overlap between pulses. It can be seen from the 
experimental results in Fig.5.2 that they· have close 
resemblance to the expected waveform as drawn in Fig.3.2 
(P.42-44). A useful method to identify different waveforms 
is to observe the firing angles near the maximum wanted 
output voltage. Using this method, the three waveforms are 
readily identified with the expected waveforms. 
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Fig. 5.1 Output of the timing circuit for a 
t ypical cycloconverter waveform . 
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Table 2 Firing angles used to produce the experimental 
waveforms. 
Phase 
-~/12 
0 
:lt./12 
1/._~J 
14.~ 
Firing angles 
(80 Hex = 
80 64 47 2B 
72 56 39 10 
64 47 2B OE 
1.] 
in Hexdecimals 
90°) 
OE 2B 
01 56 
2B 80 
28 
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Fig. 5.2a Phase shifting between cosine timing and reference wave. 
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It can be seen that, in general, the spectrum is 
quite different from a phase controlled rectifier. The 
lowest unwanted harmonic component of a phase controlled 
converter with constant firing angle and hence steady output 
is at P*Fi - the average switching fr~quency (300Hz for the 
six pulse circuit), and all other unwanted components are at 
odd multiples of that frequency. For the cycloconverter in 
this case there are a few components below the average 
switching frequency P*Fi, the lowest frequency component 
being the third harmonic of the wanted output component. The 
average switching frequency component itself is absent in 
this case and all harmonics are at frequencies of odd 
multiples of Fo from the average switching frequency. The 
largest harmonic component is around fifteen percent of the 
wanted component and at a frequency of Fo to 5Fo away from 
P*Fi i.e. (P*Fi +/- (2n+l)*Fo) where n=2. Hence if a filter 
is required it should have significant attenuation at P*Fi 
i.e. 300Hz. A wide rejection band is required to attenuate 
the wide band structure of the unwanted component. This may 
be difficult to achieve as some unwanted components have 
frequencies close to the wanted component. Comparing with 
the quasi-square waveform in Fig.S.3, although the 
cycloconverter output has lower fifth and seventh harmonic, 
the third harmonic is present and therefore can not be 
judged as a better waveform. 
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5.2.2 Computed results. 
To compare the experimental results with the 
computed results, the computed harmonics are also plotted in 
Fig. 5.2 as dashed lines. They show good correlation with 
the experimental results. The largest deviation is around 
two and half percent of the wanted component. The 
discrepancy can be attributed to practical errors such as 
supply inductance, thyristor voltage drop, wave shaping of 
the snubber circuit and unbalanced three phase supply 
voltage not accounted for by the computer program. The two 
sets of results are also tabulated in Table 3 for more 
detailed comparison. 
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Table 3 
TABLE OF ElCPEliD!ENI'AL AND CCMPUTED RESULTS WHEN 
THE PHASE BEIWEEN COOINE TIMING AND REFERF.N:E WAVE IS CHANGING. 
Numbers in bracket are experimental results. 
PHl\SE ( Jt Radians) 
Freq. 1/12 1/16 1/24 1/48 0.0 1/48 1/24 1/16 1/12 
75 7.7 4.9 3.4 3.5 4.2 4.4 4.9 4.0 2.8 
(5. 9) (2.0) (4. 3) (5.9) (2.1) 
125 11.0 9.8 9.8 9.2 9.7 10.9 11.6 11.2 9.2 
(9. 5) (8. 9) (10. 2) (10. 7) (8.6) 
175 9.2 10.1 11.3 11.7 12.5 13.2 13.8 14.6 14.8 
(8 .1) (10.4) (11.8) (13.4) (14. 8) 
225 2.0 4.2 5.6 7.2 8.1 8.4 7.2 7.5 7.9 
( 4. 6) (7.4) (8.3) (7. 7) (7. 7) 
275 6.1 5.5 5.1 3.6 2.5 4.7 5.4 6.8 6.8 
(4. 6) (6.0) (4. 2) ( 4. 4) (4.9) 
325 4.0 4.7 5.7 5.4 4.3 3.4 5.2 6.5 8.0 
(3. 9) (5. 7) (3.0) (6.1) (9. 5) 
375 6.6 4.3 6.4 9.4 10.8 8.5 5.4 4.4 5.1 
(7.0) (6.9) (11.4) (6. 3) (6.0) 
-425 11.0 13.2 11.2 7.7 8.7 12.8 11.7 6.9 7.6 
(12. 8) (12.5) (9. 7) (11. 6) (8.3) 
475 8.0 6.0 8.8 11.3 8.0 4.6 9.6 11.2 7.5 
(8. 7) (9. 7) (7. 6) (9.4) (6.8) 
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5.2.3 The optimum value of phase between reference 
and cosine timing waves. 
In principle there should 
difference in the output waveform of a 
be no essential 
cycloconverter with 
different values of phase angle between reference and cosine 
timing waves. The crossing points of the two waves are at 
different points on the reference wave cycle. The number of 
crossings is the same in each case. Therefore in each case 
the output is synthesising a different set of points on the 
reference wave and should all be equally good approximations 
of the reference wave. The T.H.D.'s for all cases are around 
25 percent. However, to detect a possible best phase 
relationship, the computed harmonics are plotted against the 
phase angle between cosine timing and reference waves in 
Fig.5.4. The harmonics plotted are for discrete values of 
phase with straight lines joining the individual points. The 
5th harmonic of 125Hz shows a relatively small change over 
the entire range. The 7th harmonic of 175Hz has a clearly 
increasing trend with increasing value of phase. However 
when the 7th is at its minimum the 3rd is at its maximum. 
This conflicting trend for the two adjacent harmonics means 
that there is no clear value of phase which produce the 
minimum amount of low order harmonic. At higher frequencies 
the same conflicting trend is also emerging. The harmonic 
with a frequency of 275Hz is minimum at a phase of zero 
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PHASE V HARMONIC AMP. 
X - PH~SE (P[/49) 
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Fig. 5.4a Harmonic amplitude v phase shift 
between cosine timing and reference wave. 
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Fig. 5.4b Harmonic amplitude v phase shift 
between cosine timing and reference wave. 
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Fig. 5.4c Harmonic amPlitude v phase shift 
between cosine timing and reference wave. 
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while the 375Hz harmonic is at its maximum. The high order 
harmonics in Fig.5.4c behave quite differently and all show 
an oscillatory trend against phase. However the peaks are 
all at different values of phase. 
As shown in chapter three, when a cosine timing 
wave crosses the reference wave at zero, this corresponds to 
either maximum or minimum value of phase angle depending on 
whether the crossing point is included. For this six pulse 
case the values of phase angle are either positive or 
negative ~/12. As shown in Fig.5.4;5.2a&cin gene~al, the 
amplitude of a harmonic component at maximum and minimum 
value of phase is not the same. It means that there is a 
sudden jump in harmonic amplitude between the inclusion and 
exclusion of the crossing point when the reference wave 
crosses the timing wave at zero. At first sight, it is 
reasonable to assume a smooth transition as the value of 
phase is finite and cyclical. However, it should be noted 
that the magnitude the first output pulse tries to 
synthesise is zero when the crossing point is included but 
is larger if it is excluded. It is also interesting to note 
that, for this case - 25Hz output with a resistive load, the 
inter-group period is not the same for the cases of maximum 
and minimum value of phase. The inter-group dead period will 
be changed if the power factor of the load is different. But 
there are some other discontinuous current periods in the 
output waveform. The total number of current discontinuities 
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and their duration, inciuding the inter-group period, for 
the case with resisitive load is the same for maximum and 
minimum phase. Therefore in this case discontinuous current 
should not have a dominant effect upon harmonics and mask 
out the effect of changing phase. 
5.2.4 The range of harmonic amplitudes specified by 
the cosinusoidal control method. 
The effect of changing the phase between cosine 
timing and reference wave can be regarded as introducing an 
uncertainty to the output waveform and hence amplitude of 
harmonics. That is, a cycloconverter using the cosinusoidal 
control method does not produce a 1 unique pattern of 
harmonics even for fixed output frequency with integer Fi/Fo 
ratio but instead a range is specified for each individual 
harmonic. The ranges in Fig.S.S for the case of 25Hz output 
are obtained by plotting the maximum and minimum amplitude 
of each of the individual harmonics of the computed results 
against frequency. The range is generally between two to six 
percent of the ~anted component. The amplitude with zero 
phase is also plotted as a dot on the line. This 
demonstrates that the case with zero phase is not 
necessarily the best because some of the harmonics produced 
are the largest over the range of phase, some are the 
smallest, as well as some in between the maximum and 
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minimum. It should be noted that for an induction motor load 
there are other factors that influence the output voltage 
waveform. The mechanical loading on the motor would affect 
the power factor and amplitude of the current. Different 
power factors of the load woul~ alter the group change-over 
point in the cycle. Therefore the group change-over dead 
period introduces a different amount of distortion to the 
voltage waveform. Also different current amplitudes would 
affect the duration and possibl~ the number of current 
discontiriuities. 
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5.2.5 Results at other output frequencies. 
All the results discussed so far are at an output 
frequency of 25Hz. Other frequencies studied are chosen to 
give a maximum range of phase. That means an integer ratio 
of P*Fi/Fo. But this also implies the exclusion of 
sub-harmonics in the output spectrum. The actual frequencies 
includes 30, 25, 18.75, 15, and 12.5Hz. These correspond to 
a P*Fi/Fo ratio of 10, 12, 16, 20 and 24 respectively. The 
complete computed results ar-e tabulated in Appendix VI. 
At an output frequency of 12.5az, very similar 
results were obtained. The two largest components as shown 
in Fig.5.6 are the (6Fi +/- 5Fo) component with nearly equal 
amplitudes of about eleven percent. However, with a lower 
output frequency, these are closer to the frequency of 6Fi 
and further away from the output frequency. That results in 
quite small low order harmonics :- 3rd, 5th etc. Hence the 
general conclusion that at low output frequency the waveform 
is better. 
The uncertainty of harmonic amplitude introduced by 
the variation of the phase as shown in Fig.5.7a is again 
from two to six percent. The interesting feature here is 
that with a phase angle of zero, the low order harmonic 
produced is at or near to the minimum. However with a small 
change of around three percent, it is not necessarily a 
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significant change as far as the load is concerned. As shown 
in Fig.5.7b, at an output frequency of 15Hz the low order 
harmonics are again at a minimum with a phase of zero. 
However, at higher output frequencies of 18.75Hz, 
25Hz and 30Hz, shown in Fig.5.7c, 5.5 and 5.7d respedively, 
there is no evidence of minimum low-order harmonic 
amplitudes for a phase of zero. The range of some of the 
harmonics is a little larger at around eight percent, for 
example, the 405Hz and 435Hz harmonic components at an 
output frequency of 15Hz. Also at output frequency of 30Hz, 
the amplitude of the low order harmonic is large. It is 
these large, low-order distortion components at high output 
frequency which determine the upper practical limit of the 
output frequency of the cycloconverter. The variation of 
phase seems unable to offer any improvement. 
The data obtained indicate that there is no clear 
best value of phase for all the cases studied. It seems that 
there is a slight advantage in using phase of zero at low 
frequencies. However this would do little to extend the 
practical range of cycloconverter which is limited by the 
large harmonic components at high output frequency. 
Although the frequencies studied only represent a 
few points on a continuous useable output frequency range of 
between l and 30Hz say, it is anticipated that more study at 
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other frequencies with a smaller range of phase is unlikely 
to point to a stronger evidence of best value of phase. Even 
if a preferable phase is identified for a number of output 
frequencies, in a practical system, the set speed may not 
remain constant for a sufficient long time for the 
controller to adjust the value of phase. For drive 
applications, even for fixed wanted speed, the required 
frequency for the cycloconverter is further complicated by 
the feed-back speed control loop. If the load on the 
induction motor is increased, it is necessary to increase 
the output frequency to compensate for the increase in slip. 
Further, the set or wanted frequency is not necessarily set 
at an integer ratio of P*Fi/Fo. It may even be an irrational 
number which render the range of phase to zero. 
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5.2.6 Implication for comparing different 
control strategies. 
The results obtained have important implications 
for the comparison of different control strategies. First, 
if reference and timing waves are used, regardless of their 
shape, .the phase relationship between them must be 
considered because of the variation of harmonic amplitudes 
it can introduce. This applies to both analog control 
circuitry where real reference and timing waves are 
generated, and microprocessor-based control circuitry where 
these waves are just models for calculating the firing 
angles. Second, when comparing any control strategy with the 
traditional cosinusoidal control method, it is unlikely to 
be conclusive because of the uncertainty in the exact 
magnitude of harmonics. Reduction of amplitude in one of the 
harmonics together with increase in some other harmonics is 
not necessary an improvement. Unless every harmonic , or all 
harmonics within a range of frequency of importance, are all 
higher or lower than that produced by the cosinusoidal 
method, it is not certain. However, if Pelly's proof of the 
desirability of the cosinusoidal control method is taken 
into consideration, then it is reasonable to deduce that it 
is unlikely that any control strategies will produce an 
output waveform with harmonic amplitudes all lower than the 
minimum depicted by the cosinusoidal control method. 
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For example, consider cosinusoidal control with 
regular sampling. Fig 5.8 shows the time domain waveform and 
harmonic spectrum for the case with output frequency of 25Hz 
and phase of zero. The computed harmonics and experimental 
harmonics from the spectrum analyser are plotted as before. 
The notable feature here is the large third harmonic. At 
14.5 percent, this is somewhat larger than the natural 
sampling case. However, not all the harmonics are higher 
than that with natural sampling and the relative importance 
of the third harmonic must be taken into account in 
comparing control strategies. 
Some of the information was presented to The 20th 
Universities' Power Engineering Conference and are 
reproduced in Appendix VII. 
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5.3 Variation of firing angles produced by the 
cosinusoidal control method. 
In principle, changing one of the firing angles 
produces a different output waveform and causes a variation 
of harmonic amplitudes. This may offer a method of reducing 
the amplitude of some of the .harmonics. This also offers a 
method of simulating the effect of control circuitry 
malf~ctioning. This includeS both the cases where the 
thyristor concerned is triggered too early and too late. As 
suggested in section 3.1 , the last pulse in a half cycle 
can be the longest and gives more scope of investigation. 
Therefore the last pulse is selected to study the effect of 
its variation. 
The output waveform using firing angles produced by 
the cosinusoidal control method and its spectrum is shown in 
Fig.5.2b. Then the firing angle of the last pulse in a half 
cycle was varied over the possible range of 0 to 120 degrees 
using a convenient increment step of 10 hexidecimal 
(approximately 7 degree) . Any firing angles greater than 120 
degrees would produce no -output current as the load is 
resistive. Two other waveforms and their associated 
spectrum are shown in Fig. 5.9. It shows that all the firing 
angles are the same except for the last one in a half cycle. 
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The frequencies of the fundamental and all 
harmonics of the output waveform remain the same. This is to 
be expected because the period of the waveform is unchanged. 
The amplitude variation of some of the harmonics over .the 
range of firing angles is plotted in Fig.s.lO The value of 
firing angles is also shown in degrees. The third harmonic 
shows a clear minimum when the firing angle is approximately 
35 degrees. This is close to the value obtained by the 
cosinusoidal control method. The higher order harmonics 
shows a different pattern of fluctuation. There is no clear 
minimum nor an overall trend. 
At a large firing angle or when the firing pulse is 
missing i.e. firing angle larger than 120 degrees for the 
resis tive load, there is a large increase of the third 
harmonic from less than two percent to more than fifteen 
percent. 
At a lower output frequency of 12.5Hz, there are 
more pulses in a half cycle. Therefore changing one of the 
firing angles is expected to have less effect upon the 
output waveform and harmonic content. Fig.S.ll is the plot 
of the last firing angle against amplitude of various 
harmonics at an output frequency of 12.Saz. The lower order 
harmonics (3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th) shows a clear minimum 
around a firing angle of 80 degrees. This is also close to 
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the value obtained by the cosinusoidal control method. The 
high order harmonics also show no trend as with 25Hz output. 
Assuming the higher order harmonics are more easily filtered 
out and have less harmful effects, it is not likely to be 
of advantage to change firing angles produced by the 
cosinusoidal control method at low output frequency. 
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5.4 Operation with high output frequencies. 
The theoretical maximum output frequency of a 
naturally commutated cycloconverter with balanced output 
i.e. with both positive and negative output current, was 
shown by McMurray (3!) (P.62) to be P*Fi/2. It follows that 
for a six pulse cycloconverter, the maximum output frequency 
is 150Hz. Although the condition is similar to the famous 
Nyquist limit in sampled siqnals it has a different origin. 
Its limit is due to the turn off restriction of thyristors 
and the maximum number of current zeros within an input 
cycle period which is equal to the pulse number of the 
converter. At the point of group change-over, the pair of 
thyristors with the largest firing angle is chosen to give 
the shortesi conduction period before a current zero can· 
occur. Only one pair of thyristors is fired in each output 
half-cycle and the conducting thyristors are allowed to turn 
off at the earliest instant i.e. the first zero current 
point. Then a group change-over is performed again after 
each pulse of current. That is each output cycle containstwo 
pulses of current, one positive and one negative. This is 
feasible with the microprocessor controlled experimental 
cycloconverter. An output waveform with a frequency of 
150 Hz together with its spectrum is shown in Fig.5.12. 
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As there is only one pulse in every half cycle, the 
only control over the waveform is to increase the firing 
angle. The possible range of firing angle in this case is 
between 60 and 120 degrees. However increasing the firing 
angle would reduce the conduction period and hence the 
wanted output component. The amplitudes of the harmonics are 
high compared with the harmonics of lower output frequencies 
e.g. 28 per cent of third harmonic and the maximum wanted 
output component is much lower than the input. This makes 
such a waveform unsuitable for most practical applications. 
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It was also noted by McMurray that to produce a 
balanced three phase output without a special phase-shifted 
supply to the three groups of converter, the maximum output 
frequency is further reduced by a factor of three. That is 
each output phase uses a different possible turn off point 
sequentially. At that output frequency of 50 Hz, there are 
three controllable switching instants. This should result in 
a more sinusoidal output. A number of combinations have been 
tried experimentally. The output waveform as shown in Fig. 
5.13 uses firing angles produced by the cosinusoidal control 
method with zero phase between cosine timing and reference 
wave. It contains low order harmonics with small amplitudes. 
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Fig. 5.13 50Hz output. 
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Only the ninth harmonic at a frequency of 450 Hz, within the 
range of zero to 500Hz, has an amplitude greater than 5 per 
cent. This shows the possible scope of improvement at other 
output frequencies. 
The case of 50 Hz output can be considered as a 
special case because the load can be connected directly to 
one input phase by a by-pass switch and with no current 
going through any thyristors. However, it can be envisaged 
that if the last conducting group has already stopped 
conducting, by firing the thyristor earlier, at the time when 
the incoming phase voltage is zero, the output becomes a 
pure sine wave. This is possible because before a group 
starts conducting there is no need to transfer current from 
one thyristor to the next or to commutate. Any thyristor is 
free to start conducting if the thyristor is forward 
biassed. Therefore, there is one chance to start conduction 
before the start of its associated cosine timing wave 
p~riod in any half cycle of the output. This implies firing 
the thyristor before the normal cosine timing period which 
requires the control circuit to perform the extra function 
of selecting the thyristor before its cosine timing wave 
starts. For the six pulse case, altogether there are three 
combination of pairs of thyristors which would produce an 
output with the correct polarity after a group change-over. 
The possible output waveform in Fig.l.4 (P.l4) should 
therefore alter to that shown in Fig.S.lf. The firing angle 
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in such a case would be negative. 
Starting a thyristor earlier could be a useful area 
of study to improve the output waveform at high output 
frequency and extend the operating range of cycloconverter. 
Using a microprocessor for the control, the output frequency 
can be controlled so that it changes continuously from say, 
1 to 20 Hz and then in steps to higher frequencies. The step 
change of speed in the motor due to step change of frequency 
can. be smoothed out by voltage control at these fixed 
frequencies. 
But if the current is required to pass through the 
thyristors i.e. no by-pass switches, and conduction is 
restricted to the period of the corresponding cosine timing 
wave i.e. without extra function in the control circuit to 
start conduction early, then start of conduction is possible 
at the latter part of the cycle as shown in Fig.S.l5. This 
is achieved experimentally by having the first two firing 
angles delayed so that all three thyristors fire together. 
The output is the same as that of voltage regulation with 
phase control and is not a pure sine wave but with part of 
the cycle remain·~aJat zero. The output waveform in Fig. 5.13 is 
much better. However an inductive load will improve the 
voltage waveform. This investigation also shows that the 
cosinusoidal control method is desirable. 
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5.5 Operation at half modulation depth. 
For motor drive applications, it is required to 
keep the flux of the motor constant. That is, when running 
at reduced speed, the output voltage of a cycloconverter 
must be reduced to avoid saturation in the magnitude 
component of the motor. If the resistance of the winding is 
neglected, then the voltage to frequency ratio should remain 
constant. For a standard 50Hz motor to run at half speed, a 
25Hz output with modulation depth of 0.5 is required. 
Fig.5.16 shows such a waveform using firing angles produced 
by the cosinusoidal control method. It can be seen that the 
harmonic amplitudes normalised to the wanted output is much 
larger than that with unity modulation. However the absolute 
magnitude is about the same with unity modulation. 
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Fig. 5.16 25Hz output with half 'modulation depth. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSIONS. 
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6 CONCLUSIONS. 
The single stage frequency conversion process of 
cycloconversion by connecting the output to each input phase 
of a poly-phase supply in turn is an elegant concept. 
However the large number of thyristors required and the 
harmonics in the output waveform is unavoidable. The complex 
control circuit can be simplified and the control function 
enhanced by using a microprocessor for the control. 
It has been established that the r.m.s. distortion 
is minimum with the cosinusoidal control method. Further, 
the T.H.D. of each family of harmonics is equivalent to the 
phase controlled converter with the same pulse number. 
However, for drive applications, it is the low order 
harmonics with frequency close to the wanted component that 
has the most adverse effect, the exact effect being 
dependent on the motor concerned. The amplitudes of the low.er 
order harmonics are therefore of interest. 
An experimental six pulse, three phase to single 
phase cycloconverter has been- constructed. The effect of· 
using a P.L.L. for the synchronisation and timing are as 
follows. There is no compensation of output voltage or 
frequency for a change of input voltage or frequency but the 
wanted output component and its harmonics remain at the same 
level relative to the input amplitude. This situation is 
more suitable for harmonic content investigation compared 
with other control circuits which produce fixed output 
voltage and frequency but varying harmonic amplitude. 
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It was demonstrated that in the cosinusoidal 
control method the phase relationship between the cosine 
timing and reference wave affect the output waveform and 
hence the harmonic amplitudes. The T.R.D. up to 500Hz remains 
fairly constant at the different output frequencies 
investigated, but each individual harmonic can change by a 
significant amount. There is no clear best value of phase 
and in practice the output may not be able to remain at a 
fixed phase or. frequency. However, when comparing different 
control methods the phase must be taken into account. 
'l'he flexibility of the microprocessor control 
circuit enables the effect of changing one of the firing 
angles to be investigated. The last firing angle in a half 
cycle can have the largest range and was selected for 
.investigation. The firing angles produced by the 
cosinusoidal control method produce the lowest low order 
harmonic amplitudes, thus confirming the desirability of the 
cosinusoidal control method. 
Using the microprocessor control circuit, operation 
at maximum output frequency is possible. However, the wanted 
output component is small and there are large low order 
harmonics. The possibility of firing a thyristor before the 
correspondent cos.ine timing wave period at the begiMing of 
a half cycle offers extra scope of investigation and may 
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lead to improvement of the output waveform. 
Therefore the use ofamicroprocessor in the control 
circuit makes possible the implementation of more flexib le 
control strategies together with a reduction of complexity 
and cost. With the development of more powerful 
microprocessors, it may eventually be possible to determine 
and mini~ise the loss in the load in real time, thus 
extending the operation frequency of the cycloconverter. 
Since the completion of this work a paper by J. T. Boys 
entitled 'A loss minimised PWM inverter' was published 
in the IEE Proceedings Vol. I32 Pt.B No.S. It shows 
that for an inverter the relative phase of the carrier 
and reference waveforms made small difference to the 
harmonic content as in the case of cycloconverter 
shown earlier. However, when a third harmonic was 
added to the reference wave - in order to increase the 
output voltage, the phase alter the harmonic content 
significantly and can reduce harmonic losses at a 
certain phase angle. 
This is a clear indication·for further investigation 
of the relative phase between cosine timing and reference 
waves by addirig a third harmonic to the reference wave. 
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APPENDIX I 
Modification of the Fourier series, 
The input voltage waveforms of a cycloconverter 
are sinusoidal 
Le. F(t) = Sin(wt + l!Sk) 
where 
k = 1,2 ... p 
To evaluate An one of the term required to intergate is 
TJ 2/T Sin(wt/r + l!Sk) * Cos(nwt) dt 
0 
This can be ~educe to summation as follow 
where w0 = w(l/r - n) 
w8 = w(l/r + n) 
A-1 
For the complete contribution of input phase 
1/T { L (11w0 
m=O 
Then for p input phases 
The oroer. of summation can be interchange so that 
the limits used are in accending order. 
1/'1' J f. l m=O 
Similarly for B0 
p ~Ll/w0 * Sin(wnt 
k=l 
A-2 
+ ~~)+ 1/w~* Sin(wst + ~k) 1t(m+l)k} 
t(m)k 
AP PP. FHX Il : 
BASIC program for plotting sinusoidal waveforms . 
1UO REM 26-8-83 TIMING WAVEFORMS 
110 t='Ur£7("!NIT"~5J~ "IN;" 
12U REM ~H=riME SHIFT TO NEXT PHASE 
13 U REM SIZE=SIZE OF GRAPH 
140 t='!=ATN\ 1 1*4 /30 : :::IZE=240U 
150 REM FIRST THREE OUTPUT 
161.1 F-tJR Z=O fO 2 
1 7u F'$=" :::p" + ~: TRS < z + 1 1 +" ; " . F-·u T £ 7 I Ps 
1 :::o PR l NT PS 
1 ~U SH=2*~IZE13*Z : DEL=1U : UUSU8 4 'J0 
20U NEXI" Z 
210 REM FIRST rHREE TI MING W~VE 
~20 FOR z;:;,o TO 2 
2::::u r=·$= ,; ::: r=·" +:::TF:s < z + 4 1 + "; " · r'UT t.,;7, F' ~ 
240 t=-:·R IN T PS 
250 SH=2*SIZE/3*Z . OEL= 15 . GUSUB 420 
260 NEXT l 
270 REM :::ECUNO THREE OU T'F'UT 
2:::o r--oR z =o ro 2 
.290 I-'$= " :::p" + :::TF:s < z + 1 1 +" ; •· : PUTt.,; 7 1 F'$ 
300 SH=2*SIZE/3*Z+2*SIZE . OEL= 1 0 : GUSU84~U 
. .::02 NEX T Z 
:;:lu F UR Z=O TO 2 
:;:~u t=-·s= ":::p" + :::;TR$ < Z +4 l +" ; " PUT £7 ~ F'$ 
~~U ~H=~*Si lE/3*Z+L*SIZE : D~L= 15 · GOSU84LO 
:..:: 4u Nt:XT Z 
:.::~;.o eu r t.,; 1 I "f-·u I PA 1 uo I 1 uo; :::F-'7; ::::::. Lf: ~ :YC:LOCONVEF: 1 EF:" I ' - Hr=:s ( :;: ! 
:;: ;u F'Uft..;7 , "r'U; t='A o~ 4:::ou , r 'U; r-·A·,-'t.iY_, , 4:::(H); F'A1':;ooo. q:::oo. r-·u ;" 
.375 P I =PI/2 
3l 7 Ft)R Z=U ro 1 
38U SH=2*~I ZE!3+Z*S IZE*2 
:;: :::~; f\JE X T Z 
3·-:'u Pu r t.,;7. "r=· '-'; " 
4 00 ENU 
uEL= L*30 · GUSUB 420 
41 0 REM :::ut::. TO F'UJ T UNE :::1 NE C!JF:VE 
420 YO=SINCOEL*Pil*SIZE 
430 YC)=:::IZE*2+ YO 
44U F'S="f-'U; F'A" +:3 rRsc.:: :HJ+ '', " + ':: TF: ~r y(l)+", PD; " 
450 PUT£7,P$ : PRINT PS 
4 6U FUR A=l TO 30 
4 7 0 Y=S IN< <A+DEL l*Pl l*SllE 
480 X=A*SIZE/15+SH Y=SIZE*~+Y 
4·.:.·o F-'$="F'A"+·::TRS (X ) +" . "+:::rR$(Y ) +" ; " 
5UiJ F'U T £ 7 I F'$ 
510 NEXT A 
'::•20 RETURN 
5 30 END 
A-3 
APPE"IDIX III 
Listing of Z-80 assembly language program 
for firing angle control. 
A-4 
1_. Y I_:U_il_:uNVt.K I t.H 
::!U/U = 
()()1)1_: = 
LUUU 
::!iJ()(l t- .;: 
::.!<)() 1 t:. u::· t:: 
::.!()<):; : l t:. ::: 1 
LUU:o l f;.()l_. 
LU<.> I .!. 1 UUL 1 
.:::uuA :;:t:. ·;:F 
.::: (_) (.) 1_. Ll :; : :: : :;: 
.:::uut:. ;.t:. ::: / 
.:.u 11) Ll ; ::: :·;: 
Lt.l 1 ~ .-:t:. :::1.l 
.::U 1-+ U -::-,·-: 
.:.u 1 :;. ; ' t:. ..:: •.) 
'.;() l :: : f;. Ll4 I 
.:UlH ;:t:.r-t-
LU 11_. U .;::::~::: 
.:.u lt:. ;:t:. :::u 
LO.!.(J U.;::::'L 
.::ULL 3t:. U I 
.:::o.::: 4 u:;:::::.; 
.:!.ULI ()() 
.::<.r.z::: l_:u ,1 o:.:.<.l 
L <.:00::: 1:: 1 :: : t- A 
L() l () 
LUI 1) ;:E:.f-t-
·.:::u / .:. ;:u 
LU /';: .:.UFU 
•.)':)(_1 1 
UUU'L 
i_)(_)(_j:;! 
()1)() 4 
UUU~· 
()<)<)I;. 
()(H) I 
(H)O::: 
()(ll)';l 
(ll) 1 (_) 
()() 1 1 
( H) 1 'L 
( H) 1 :~: 
(_)(_) 1 4 
00 1 ~· 
U0 1 6 
!)(J l / 
uo 1 ::: 
00 1'il 
OO'LO 
(_I()L 1 
(J(J L.'L 
(J(l[;: 
i.JOL 4 
Uo:2':• 
0U'L6 
OU27 
1.HY2::: 
U(J'2''' 
(~ () :.:: t) 
()\) :;::.:: 
()t):; :4 
!){) :~::: • 
uu . .::(:. 
1)0::::; 
uo:~:::: 
()1):::·_:1 
0U40 
0 0 41 
UU4 2 
UU4 3 
OU 44 
U045 
.)0 46 
U04 7 r1 H IN 
i)i)4::: 
()() 4 ';1 
l.-'()5(1 
!,)()':· l 
(_)() ~r ·L_ 
(H)~i:_:: 
•.!O':i4 Ut:.L : 
UU~·~· 
kML L~O ASS V ~ - U A 
*HE:.ALilN~ CYCLUCUNVt:.K i t.H 
*rUHMt- t:.E:. U UF F-' 
i 1 : : -~1 -::: :.:! 
; HL ALIUt-: t. ·: ::: . '.!1- 1- 1 K 1 NI_, ANUU:. 
I Ll l-'1_1::: l I I UN 1 N I AJ -' L t'. 
; ~ Gl r I =t CUkHt:.NI Llt:.l '~l 1UN lN U~t:.R~TIUN 
811 0 AND 1 + /- UKUUP CUN f R0 _ 
KAUH ; HE:.X 
I 1 ME !::1)1_1 'LiJ 7 IJ 
Lt:.N t:.l,.!l_l <.11~: 
UKO ::.!1)(1(1 
Dl , Ul S ABLE 1N l 
I r1:L ; MO DE 'L 
,SEr UP JUM~ IU U l 8 U 
;~E:.I SlARI ADUR~SS RNLI GHOU~ 
L ll b ::: 1 
Lll IJ, Lt.I'J 
LLI HL , L lUO 
, :::t:. 1 r1uut:. LoJOf-\'D 
Lll A, -31-
UU I ( :: :.;: i , A 
, ::.t:. I 1 N I t:. f-'RUt-' I I •. UN I h'UL Wl.lk ll 
LLI A , ::: l 
Ul.l l <. ::: :_:: ) , A 
, ::.t:. I 1 NT t:. h~'UF' T vE:.C I UK 
L L1 14 , :::u 
1_1 1_1 I ( :: :.;: J , ?\ 
LLI ~<, .:_;) 
LLI i , H 
, 1 N l l:kr-'U t-' I Vt:.l_. i l_or: 
; MIJ Li t:. .;: 
1)1_1 I ( :: :'L) , A i I_:UN I RUI_ 
i UNt:. CUHkE:.N T lERO lN~U i AN D 
; lloJU URUUF' l_:u NTROL UUl t-·u f 
LLI A , :::u 
UU I ( :::'L ) , A 
LLI A, U 7 -
UU I ( :::'L) , A 
; U i~ABLE:. lNi t:. RR UF' l 
t:.l , ~NA I::: u:: 1 N I E:. kKU~· f' 
, 1_: ?-~R-RY uN l'lA 1 N r-·Ruur:l4r1 
NUl-' 
,_.ALL I 1 f1t:: 
,_IK MA 1 N 
; l lM~ Dt:.L?-I Y ROUI !Nt:. 
Uk13 I l ME 
L [l R, UH·· 
Ll t:. l_. A 
._11-\ N L, Ut:. L 
A.- 5 
1.: Y I_;L(II~:I.INVt.R f t.H 
2U/~r (: ·~_J 
2o::::o 
·zu:::o ::::.:::.::0 
-.:.u:::~ 
Lo:::L it. 
:2u8:3 u:~::::1 
:208S 2:3 
:.::o:::6 15 
:2087 :2001:: 
20:::·,, 210021 
208C 160C 
:208E 7B 
208F EE::::3 
2091 5F 
:2092 D:::::::o 
LO'i'4 1-B 
:20'i'5 1:.[140 
L 1 (H) 
:21UU 4[i:::':i.:Lt::: 1 A 
L1U4 021 A2I:::_oa_: 
'LlU8 4LI::.t.:::o~.t. 
2101_: 4u:::czB 1 A 
()(H)() 
:.::u::::.:: ANI_; 
LOJO I lMI:. 
NU ERh'(IR::; 
OO~if:.. 
ou~; 1 
(_HJ~;:=: 
U<Y:,·~-, 
()!)(;.() 
(H)61 
i)Of:.."L 
()()(.:.:~: 
1)1)(.:.4 
(liJ65 
OUI::.t~. 
(H)(.:. 7 
(11)68 
006':i1 
0070 
0071 
0072 
00/:3 
0074 
(ll)/~5 
(ll) 7 (~, 
0077 
ou 7::: 
(ll) I ·;• 
1)0:::0 
()1)::: 1 
uo:::z 
uo:::3 
()():::4 
oo:::~, 
uo:::6 
14N(;: 
PLI.I; 
kl:.l 
ORG :2!J80 ; lNI~kHUPl V~Cll!H 
U!:.f-1.:: :::2 I Li) 
; 1NII:.RRUP1 SERVl~t. kUUrlNI:. 
URG :.::o::::z 
LD Ao <HLI 
OU I ( ::: 1 ) , 14 
lNC HL 
DI:.C Li 
. .JR NL,F'LU 
LLi 
LU 
HL. :21 (H) 
[I,LEN 
:ki:.~I:.T LUOK-UP fABLE 
ii4UURt.~h AND LENGTH 
LD Ao E 
XUR A,::::;: 
LD E,A 
OUT ( :::o ) , A :Lil~14BLI:. GUTH URUUP 
1:.1 
RETI 
: DA·r 14 
:NUMBER RI:.PRESI:.NI ~!HlNU ANGLE 
URG L l (H) 
k14UH 
Dl:.f-~ 4DH,:3CH,LBH, lAH 
UI:.FB 0:2H, lAH, 2t.::H, :::I_:H 
Ul:.f-8 4UH.~EH.8UH.~I:.H 
Ut.FB 40H.~(H,L8H, lHH 
·t:.NU 
U!.JUC LE::N 20:.0 MHIN 
A- 6 
'.:!. u·~14 f-'L u 
APPENDIX IV 
Circuit diagram of the Hall effect current sensor· 
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V'Ci LlstillCJ! of: Fortran 77 proc}ram1 for. ca1cula·t1ng 
•ha~rmoni.c amplLtud:es'o 
Vb· Typica•l i!nput 4.:~ta o 
V:c .Typica~ results o 
APPENDIX Va 
c 
C THYRISTOR CYCLOCONVER~ER WI~H SI~GLE ~HASE OUTPU~ 
C CIRCULA~ING CURRENT-FREE MODE 
C R-L LOAD 
C GROUP CHANG~OVER ~~ COMPUT~~ION POINT N~~R~ST 
C INSTA~T OF ZERO OUTPU~ CURRENT AFTER ZERO VR 
c 
C REQUIRED INPUT DA~A 
C NP=PULSE NU~BER OF INPUT (=2, 3 OR 6 IN ~HIS PROGR~M) 
C FI=tNPUT FREQU~NCY (HZ) 
C FO=OUTPUT FREQUENCY (HZ) 
C FF=FREQUENCY OF FU~DM-tEN~Ar ... ( tm'lES't' FR~QUENCY IN OU'T'PU~) 
C FO/FF MUST EQUAL A~ I~~EGER (=IFA) 
C NP*FI/FF MUST EQUAL A.N INTEGER 
~ RA~= NP*FI/FO 
C NH==HIGHEST ORDER OF HARMONIC Il\1 ~HF. OU~PUT 
C D~==MODULAT!ON DEPTH 
c 
C ADDITIONAL SYM~OLS USED IN THIS PROGRAM 
C ND=NUMBER OF SE't'S OF DA't'A IN INPUT FILE 
C PHASE= PHASE qETW~EN ~OSTNE TIMING ~~D RF.~F.RENCE 
C 'T'IMCO=TIME CONS~A~'t' OF LOAD 
C N=ORDER OF HARMONIC,REFERRF.n ~0 FF 
C T=COUNTE~ FOR SAMPLING 
C tC=COUNTER POR C0:'-1PU~A~ION FOR N~~U!tA.L S~MPLPlG FOLLONED 
C BY ~EGUL.l\R SA.MPL tNG 
C K~=CO~~U~A'T'ION POINT (=l AT F!RS'T' COMMUTATION A.F~ER 1'=0) 
C NKP=NO. OF KP IN CC ~OnE 
C KC=CO~MUTATION POINT FO~ CHA.l\TG~OVER IN INHIBTTEry CYCLOCONVER~SR 
C KC=l IS FOR CHANGEOVER FRO~ POSITIVE TO NEGATIVE GROUP 
C FOURIER ANALYSIS IS FROM Kr=2 TO AVOID START F.RRORS 
C KCL=LAST KC 
C KPP(KC)=POSI't'IVE GROUP KP N~X't' 1'0 KC 
C KPN(KC)=N~r,~TIVE GROUP KP N~X't' 'T'O KC 
C KPS='DUMMY'KP FOR S't'AR't' OF FOURIER ANALYSIS FOR ONE GROUP 
C KPF='DUMMY'KP FOR PINISH OF DI'T'TO 
C TIME=INSTA~T AT NHICJ.I COMPTJTA't'ION IS TO ~F. CARRIED OU't' 
C TIME=O.O SECS AT S'T'ART OF SINUSOIDAL REFE~ENCE VOL~A~E 
C T!MC=TIMS OF S'!'AR'l:' OF VC 
C DT=INCRF.MENTA~ TIM~ INT~RVAL FOR COMPUTATION 
C TP(KP)='T'!ME OF COMMUTATION OF POSITIVE GROUP 
C TN(KP)=DI't''t'O OF NEr.ATIVE GROUP 
C TC(KC)=~IME OF STAR't' OF CO~DUCTION AT 
C CH.A.NG~OVER ~OM~UTATION POINT KC 
C VR=REFERENCB VOL't'AGB 
C AL IS PROPOR't'IONAL ~0 't'HE LOAO CURRF.:NT 
C ANGC(NO):COMPU't'EO(OUTPUT) PHASE SHIFT OF AO FROM VR 
C VC=COSINUSOIDAL CON't'ROL VOLTAGE 
C L=2 FOR POSITIVE GROUP 
C ==l FOR NEGATIVE GROUP 
C A(N):FOURIER COEFFICIEN't' FOR SIN~ TF.:~~S 
C B(N)=FOURIF,R COEFFICLE~T FOR COSIN~ TRR~S 
C H(N)=MAGNITUDE(PEAK,P.U .) OF THF.: NTH HARMONIC 
A- 9 
C WO=OIFFERENCE IN ANGUL.&.R FREQUENCY BB'!'WEEN· FI AND H.~~ONIC 
C WS=SU~ OF DITTO 
C lP.U.=PEAK OF INPUT VOL~AGE 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
DIMENSION TP(500) ,'t'N(SOO) ,~C(l20) ,KPP(l20) ,KPN(l20) ,T(SOO) 
OIMENSIO~ H(300) ,A~GC(300) ,ALOA0(5000) ,~LOAD(5000) 
Pt=4. O*A'l'AN ( 1. 0) 
OPEN (6,FILE='DATA20') 
READ(5,lq9)ND 
1 q9 FOR~A~ (t 5) 
DO 90 JOBS=l,NT) 
READ(5,200)F!,RA~,IFA,NH,NP,PH~S~,TIMCO 
PR!~~ *,'PH~S~=' ,PH~SE 
D~=l. 0 
200 FOR~A~(2Fl0.0,3Il0,F10.0,~10.0) 
FO=NP*FI / RAT 
FF=FO/IFA 
no q1 tC=1.,2 
PRINT * 
PRINT *, 1 ***** S'T'AR'l' ***** 1 
PRIN~ * 
PRINT * 
PRINT * 
PRIN'T' * 
PRIWr' * 
PRI~'l' * , 
PRIN'l' * 
PRIN~ *, 
PRINT * 
PRIN'T' * 
PRI~T * 
PRI~T * 
I IN~U'T' D~'l'A I 
'NUMB~R OF PU~SES = I ,NP 
'INPU'l' FR~QUENCY = I ,FI,'HZ' 
I R~'l'l:O = I , R~T 
'OU'l'PU'l' FR~QUBNCY = I ,F0, 1 HZ 1 
I FU~li)A;\f~""l'l'AL ~R~QUENCY = I , FF, I HZ I 
'HIGH~S'l' OROER 0F H~R~ONIC= I ,NH 
'MOD~LATION OEl?'l'H = I ,DM,'P.U. 1 
'Tl:ME CO~STANT = I ,'T'!MCO,'SECS' 
*** COSINUSOtOAL TtMtNG ***' 
IF(IC.EQ.l) 'T'H~N. 
PRI~'l' *,'OUTPUT DATA ~OR INDIBITEn CYCLO. NATUAL SAMPLING' 
ELS~ 
PRINT *,'OUTPUT DATA FOR INHtBI'l'ED CYCLO. REGULAR S~~PLING' 
END IF 
PRIN~ 
PRINT 
* I , 
* I , 
CO~MUTA'T'tON POINTS FOR UNINHIBI~En CYCLOCONVERTER' 
GROUP KP TIME(SF.C~) MODULATION(SECS)' 
C CO~STA~TS 
OT=1.0 / FI/300 . 0 
~KP=IFIX(NP*FI/FF+O.Ol)+IFIX(3*""1P*FI /FO+O.Ol) 
NKPl=NKP+l 
KCL=2+2*IFA 
WI=2.0*PI*FI 
W0=2.0*PI*FO 
FR=FO/FI 
NIA=IFIX(KCL/2.0/FO/ DT/ 4.0} 
.r...- 10 
c 
IF( (KCL .GE. 
1 (Nq .GE. 
PRINT *,I 
GO TO 90 
END IF 
110) .OR. (NKP1 .GE. 500) .OR. 
300) .OR. (NIA .GE. 5000)) ~HEN 
DIMENSION EXCEEDED ????' 
c ************************************************* 
C COMMUTATION POINTS ~OR UNINqiBITE~ CYCLOCONVERTER 
no 5 !..=1,2 
DO 10 KP=1 1 NKP1 
IF(NP-3)77,78,79 
77 TIMC=(KP-1)/2.0/FI 
GO TO 92 
78 TIMC=(2*KP-4+L)/6.0 / FI 
GO TO 92 
79 TIMC=(KP-3+!..)16.0/FI 
92 DO 20 !=1,151 
TIME=(t-1)*DT+TIMC 
VC=(2*L-3)*COS(2.0*PI*(I-l)/300.0) 
IF(IC-1)93,93 1 94 
C ~ATURAL SAMPLING 
93 VR=D~*SIN(2 . 0*PI*FO*TIM~+PI*PHASE/48) 
GO TO 95 
C REGULAR S~MPLING 
94 VR=DM*SIN(2.0*PI*FO*T!MC+PH~S~ /48*PI) 
C IS THIS FOR POSITtVB OR NEGATIVE GROUP 
c 
c 
9 5 H' ( L-1) 15 I 1 s I 16 
16 IF(VR-VC)20 1 21,2l 
15 IF(VC-VR) 20,22 1 22 
20 CONTINUE 
21 
22 
10 
5 
PRIN~ *1'??? NO CO~~UTATION' 
GO TO 10 
TP(KP)='l:'IME 
TIMOD=TIME- TIMC 
GO TO 10 
TN(KP)=TIME 
'l'IMOD=TIME-T1MC 
CONTI~U'E 
CONTINUE 
c ***************************************************** 
C TIMES FOR CHA~GEOVER IN INHIBI'l:'ED CYCLOCONVERTER 
c 
c 
P'RINT * 1 ' KC TTM'I<.: OF VZ TIME OF AZ' 
L=2 
IA=O 
TIMI=O.O 
KCLl=KCL+1 
DO 150 KC=1 1 KCLl 
AO=O.O 
TIMVZ=KC/ 2.0 / FO 
IF(KC .EQ. 1) GO TO 141 
A- 11 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
TTMI=TC(KC-1) 
141 IF(L-1)154,154,151 
151 
153 
152 
154 
156 
140 
142 
15 8 
159 
160 
161 
162 
FIND FIRST KP OF INCOMING(POS!TIVE) GROUP 
DO 153 KP=1,NKP1 
IF(TP(KP) .GE. TIMI) GO TO 152 
CONTINUE 
!~(KC .EQ. 1) GO TO 142 
KPP(KC-1)=KP 
GO TO 142 
~IND FIRST KP OF INCOMITifG(Tif~GATTVE) GROUP 
00 156 KP=1,NKP1 
IF(TN(KP) .GE. TIMI) GO TO 140 
CONTI"lUE 
KPN(KC-1)=KP 
KP1=KP 
DO 14~ KP=KP1,1000 
IF(NP-3) 1 58,159,160 
R=(L-KP)*PI 
VPK=2.0 
GO TO 161 
R=(4*(L-KP)+1)*PI / 6.0 
VPK=l. 0 
GOTO 161 
R=(2*L-KP-1)*PI/3.0 
VPK=SQR'l'(3.0) 
TIM=TIMI 
IF(TIMCO .LT. 0.0001) GO 'l'O 155 
~L=VPK / (1 . 0+(WI*~IMC0)**2)*(SIN(WI*TIM+R)-WI*TIMCO 
1*COS(WI*TIM+R)+(EXP(('l'IMI-TIM) /TIMCO) )*(WI*TTMCO*COS(R+WI*TIMI)-
2SIN(R+WI*TI~I)))+AO*EXP( (TIMI-TIM) /TIM~O) 
GO TO 157 
155 AL=VPK*STN(WI*'l'IM+R) 
157 IF(L-1)168,168,169 
168 IF(AL+0.00001)164,l70,170 
16 9 IF(~L .GT. 0.00001) GO TO 164 
17 0 AL=(2*L-3)*0.00001 
IF(TIM .GE. TIMVZ) GO TO 163 
164 TIM=TIM+DT*4.0 
IF ( L-ll 14 3 , 14 3 I 14 4 
143 IF(TIM .LT. TN(KP)) GO TO 165 
TIMI=TN(KP) 
GO TO 145 
144 IF(TIM .LT. TP(KP)) GO TO 165 
TIMI=~P ( KP) 
GOTO 145 
165 IA=IA+1 
ALOAD(IA)=AL 
TLOAD(TA)=TIM-DT*4.0 
GO ~0 162 
A- 12 
c 
c 
145 AO=AL 
146 CONTINUE 
C CH~NGEOVER OCCURS NOW 
163 IA=IA+1 
ALOAD(IA)=AL 
't'LOAO ( IA) ='t'IM 
't'!M=TIM+D't'*2.0 
't'C(KC)=TIM 
C RE~ORD LAST KP OF OUTGOING GROUP A~D ~HEN CHANGE TO OTHER 
GROUP 
c 
IF(L-1)171,171,166 
171 KPN(KC)=KP-1 
L= 2 
GO TO 167 
166 KPP(KC)=KP-1 
t.=1 
167 PRINT ... , I 
150 CON't'INUE 
CHA~G~OVER I ,KC,TIMV7.,~IM 
c 
PRINT *, 1 FIRST AND ~AST KPS A't' CHA~G~OVER 1 
PRINT *,I K~ KPP T<PN I 
DO 41 KC=1,Kr.L 
PRINT *, 1 ',KC, KPP(KC),KPN(KC) 
41 CONTINUE 
TL~ST=IA 
c *************************************************************** 
C FOURIER A~ALYSIS 
c 
DO 67 N=1 ,NH 
A=O.O 
8=0.0 
DCCOMP=O.O 
L=2 
IKP1=2 
DO 53 KC=3,KCL 
C WHICH GROU P IS THIS 
!F(L-1)51,51,52 
C POSITIVE r.ROUP 
52 KPS=KPP(KC-1)-l 
KPF=KPP(KC)+l 
GO TO 57 
C ~EGATIVE GROUP 
c 
51 ~PS=KPN(KC-l)-1 
KPF=KP~(KC)+1 
57 TS='T'C(KC-1) 
'l'F=TC(KC) 
KPS1=KPS+1 
DO 50 KP=KPSl,KPF 
C WHICH GROUP IS THIS 
A-13 
IF(L-1)59,59,58 
C POSITIVE GROUP 
58 T(KP)=TP(Kt') 
T(Kt'-1)=TP(KP-1) 
GO TO 64 
C NEGATIVE GROUP 
c 
59 't'(KP)='T'N(KP) 
't' ( KP-1) ='T'~ ( Kt'-1) 
64 T(KPS)=TS 
't' P< PF) =~~ 
C cqECK ~OR CURREN't' DTSCONTINUI't'IBS 
c 
IS't'AR'l'=IKt'1-1 
DO 60 IA=IS~AR~,ttAS't' 
IF(TLOAD(IA) .GE. T(KP-1)) GO TO 61 
60 CONTINUE 
PRIN'T' *,' ERROR I 
61 II<P1=IA 
nO 62 IA=IKPl,ILAS'T' 
IF(TLOA9(IA) .G'T'. T(KP)) GO TO 63 
62 CON't'INU'E 
PRIN'T' *,' ERROR 
63 II<P2=IA-1 
II<PX=IKP1+1 
IF(IKPX .G't'. IKP2) GO TO 69 
I~(L .EQ. 2) GO TO 42 
IF(ALOAD(IKPX)+0.00002)43,43,44 
42 IF(ALOAD(IKPX)-0.00002)44,43,43 
44 DO 45 IA=IKPX,IKP2 
IF(L .EQ. 2) GO 'T'O 46 
IF(ALO~D(IA)+0.00002)49,49,45 
46 IF(ALOAD(IA)-0.00002)45,49,49 
45 CONTINUE 
T(KP-l)=T(Kt') 
GO TO 69 
49 T(KP-1)=TtOAD(IA-1) 
43 DO 65 IA=IKPX,IKP2 
I~(L .EQ. 2) GO 't'O 66 
IF(ALOAD(IA)+0.00002)65,65,68 
66 IF(ALOAD(IA)-0.00002)68,65,65 
65 CON'!'INUE 
GO TO 69 
68 T(KP)='t'tOAD(IA) 
69 IF(NP-3)76,73,74 
76 'R.=(L-KP)*PI 
VPK=2.0 
GO 't'O 75 
73 R=(4*(L-KP)+l)*PI / 6.0 
VPK=1.0 
GO TO 75 
74 R=(2*L-KP-1)*PI / 3.0 
VPK=SQR'T'(3.0) / PI 
75 WD=2.0*PI*(FI-N*FF) 
A- 14 
WS=2.0*PI*(FI+N*FF) 
DCCOMP=DCCOMP+VPK*FF/WI*(COS(WI*T{K~-l)+R)-COS{WI*T(KP)+R)) 
C FOURIER COEFFICIENTS 
C IS N=FI/FF 
Y=~-FI/FF 
.~BSY=ABS (Y) 
IF(ABSY-0.01)48,48,47 
47 A=A+VPK*(COS(WS*T{KP-l)+R)-COS(WS*T(KP)+R))*FF/WS 
l + (COS(WD*T(KP-1)+R)-COS(WD*T(KP)+R))*FF/WD*VPK 
B=B+VPK * (SIN (WD*T (KP) +R) -SIN (WD*T (KP-1) +R) ) *FF /t'10 
2-(SIN(W<;*T(Kl?)+R)-SIN{WS*T{KP-1)+R))*FF/WS*VPK 
GO TO 50 
48 A=A+VPK*{T(KP)-T( KP-1))*{SIN(R) )*FF-(COS(4.0*PI*FI*T(KP)+~) 
3-COS(4.0*PI*FI*T(KP-1)+R))*FF/4.0/PI/FI*VPK 
8=B+VPK*(T(KP)-T(KP-1))*(COS(R))*FF-(SIN(4.0*PI*FI*T(KP)+R) 
4-SIN(4.0*PI*FI*T(KP-1)+R))*FF/4.0/PI/FI*VPK 
c 
c 
50 CONTINUE 
IF (L .EQ. 1) ~HEN 
L=2 
ELSE 
L=l 
END IF 
53 CO~TINTJE 
C gAR~O~ICS DUE TO COM~LBTE CYCLOCONVERTER 
H(N)=SORT(A*A+B*B) 
c 
C PHASE DIFFERENCE l3ETWEEN H(N) AND B(N) 
ANGC(N)=ATA~2{A,B)*l80.0/PI 
67 CO~'T'I~UE 
c 
C END FOURIER CO~~FICIENTS 
c 
C OUTPU~ VOLTAGE {A~ OUTPUT FREQUE"lCY ) 
VO=H(IFA)*100.0 
PRINT *,'VOLTAGE AT OUTPUT FREQ (VO) = ' , VO,' 0/0 OF INl?UT 
VOLTAGE' 
C PHASE ANGLE (AT OUTPUT FREQUENCY) 
PRINT *,'PHASE BE"!'NEEN vo , VR=' , ANGC ( IFA) , ' nEGS .~T OUTPUT FREQ' 
PSFI=ANGC(IFA)*FI /~0 
PRINT *,'PHASE 8ETWEEN VO ,VR= ' ,PSFI,' DEGS AT INPUT FREQ' 
C DC COMPONENT 
DCCOMP=DCCOMP*lOOOO.O/VO 
PRINT*,' DC COMPONENT= ' ,DCCOMP,'% OF VO' 
c 
c 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
1f I , 
1f I , 
1f I , 
H~RMONICS IN OUTPUT ' 
FREQ(H~) 0 /0 OF VO 
B(N) 
C EXPRESS HARMONICS AS 0 / 0 OF OUTPU'T' VOLTAGE 
C AT\10 CALCULA~E DISTO~TION FACTOR 
SUSQ=O.O 
SUSQW1=0.0 
A- 15 
PHASE AT\IGLES' 
FI FO' 
DFW2=0.0 
DO 70 N=1,NH,2 
H(N)=H(~)*100.0/V0*100.0 
FREQ=~*FF 
ANGFI=ANGC(N)*FI/FREQ 
A~GFO=ANGC(N)*FO/FREQ 
PRINT*, FREQ,H(N) ,ANGC(N) ,ANG~I,ANGFO 
IF (IC.EQ.1) ~HEN 
WRI~E(~,381)FREQ,H(N) 
381 FORMA~ ( 2FrO. 3) 
c 
c 
END IF 
SUSQ=SUSQ+H(N)**2 
SUSQW1=SUSQW1+(H(N)*FO/FRRQ)**2 
DFW2=DFW2+H(N)*FO/FREQ 
70 CO~TINUE 
DF=SUSQ-10000 
DFW1=SQR~(SUSQWl) 
DFW2=DFW2-100.0 
PRINT *, 1 UNWEIGH~ED DIS~OR~ION FACTOR 
PRINT *, 1 ~~BIGHTED (FO/FH) DISTOR~ION FACTOR 
= ', nF 
= I, D~Wl 
PRINT *,I 
91 CONTINUE 
90 CON~INUE 
CLOSE ( 6) 
END 
INDUCT1VE WEIGHTED DISTORTION FAC~OR = 1 ,DFW2 
A-16 
~ 
I 
~ 
~ 
.top. 
18 
50 12 1 20 6 -4 . 0000 o.oo 
50 12 1 20 6 -3.5000 o.oo 
50 1~ 1 20 6 -3.0000 0 ~ 
50 12 1 20 6 -2.5(~0 0 
50 1 ~ 1 20 6 -2.0000 0.0 
50 12 1 20 6 -1.5000 0 
50 12 1 20 6 -1.0000 0 
50 12 1 20 6 -0.5000 0 
50 12 1 20 6 0.0000 0 
50 1~ 1 20 6 0.5000 0 
50 12 1 20 6 1.0000 0 
50 I 12 1 20 6 1 . 5000 
0.0 
50 1? 1 20 6 2.0000 0 
-50 1~ 1 20 6 2.5000 0 
50 1~ 1 20 6 3.0000 0 .~ 
50 l? 1 20 6 3 . 5000 0 
-50 12 1 20 6 4.0000 0 
1 20 6 o.oooo 0 50 12 
1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901234567890 
STOP 
END 
.bottom. 
I 
· ~ ~ 
< ~ d ~ 
.~- ~ 
0 z 
~ 0 
r~ H 
X 
~-
~ ~ d 
~ J ~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 
AP'PENO!X VC' 
'T'voica l resul_ts. 
PHASE= O.OOOOOOE+OO 
***** START ***** 
INPUT DATA 
NUMBER OF PULSES • 6 
INPUT FREQUENCY • ~0.0000 HZ 
RATIO = 12.0000 
OUTPUT FREQUENCY = 2~.0000 HZ 
FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY = 25.0000 HZ 
HIGHEST ORDER OF HARMONIC• 20 
MODULATION DEPTH • 1.00000 P.U. 
TIME CONSTANT • O.OOOOOOE+OOSECS 
*** COSINUSOIDAL TIMING *** 
OUTPUT DATA FOR INDIBITED CYCLO. NATUAL SAMPLING 
COMMUTATION POINTS FOR UNINHIBITED CYCLOCONVERTER 
GROUP KP TIME(SECSl MODULATION<SECSl 
KC TIME OF VZ TIME OF AZ 
CHANGEOVER 1 2.000000E-02 2.026662£-02 
CHANGEOVER 2 4.000000E-02 4.026662E-02 
CHANGEOVER 3 5.999999E-02 6.026661E-02 
CHANGEOVER 4 B.OOOOOOE-02 8.026651£-02 
CHANGEOVER 5 0.100000 O. 100267 
FIRST AND LAST KPS AT CHANGEOVER 
KC KPP 
1 5 
2 12 
3 1 7 
4 24 
VOLTAGE AT OUTPUT FREQ <VOl= 
PHASE BETWEEN VO ,VR= -1.64363 
PHASE BETWEEN VO ,VR= -3.28726 
KPN 
7 
12 
19 
24 
52.4535 
DEGS 
DEGS 
DC COMPONENT= -1.893343£-031. OF VO 
HARMONICS IN OUTPUT 
0/0 OF INPUT VOLTAGE 
AT OUTPUT FREQ 
AT INPUT FREQ 
FREQ<HZl 0/0 OF VO PHASE ANGLES 
B<Nl 
25.0000 100. 000 
75.0000 4. 17763 
125.000 9.71825 
175. 000 12.5405 
225.000 8.13397 
275.000 2.47669 
32~.000 4.31844 
375 . 000 10.8491 
425.000 8.66870 
475 . 000 8.00488 
FI 
-1-. 64363 
-91.4310 
-33.0501 
22.0974 
76.6993 
14 2.710 
-133.543 
-85.5900 
-139 . 017 
107.151 
UNWEIGHTED DISTORTION FACTOR 
WEIGHTED<FO/FHl DISTORTION FACTOR 
INDUCTIVE WEIGHTED DISTORTION FACTOR = 
= 
= 
A-18 
FO 
-3.28726 
-60.9540 
-13.2200 
6.31353 
17.0443 
25.9473 
-20.5451 
-11 .41 20 
-16.3549 
11.2791 
617.021 
100.054 
8.24326 
-1.64363 
-30.4770 
-6.61002 
3. 156 77 
8.52214 
12.9736 
-10 .2726 
-5.70600 
-8.17747 
5.63954 
. ' 
'" 
.r 
"il I I 
APPENDitX V:t 
'Tables of comJ;>uted r,esults when 'the :phase .between 
c:osine :timing' and r.eference 'wav:e .i:s chang,ing'" 
<PSTAF2>P03408> REPRINT. COMO 
[ F TN77 VER 188J 
NO ERRORS [ <.MAIN. >FTN77-VER 188] 
PROGRAM ENTERED 
FREGUENCY OF HARMONIC 
.:te~L~99./ 37. 500 62. 500 87. 500 112 . 500 137. 500 162. 500 187. 500 212. 500 237. 500 
;s::.o 
I AMPLITUDE OF HARMONIC !'V 
0 ~ ; I ~l 11 I l ,.,. 1/ I'/ 
100.000 5 . 867 5 . 172 4. 692 4 . 240 4 . 161 4. 413 6. 706 8 . 570 7 . 384 
100. 000 4 . 931 4 . 312 3 . 870 3 . 644 3 . 726 4 . 186 6 . 773 9 . 189 8 . 116 
100. 000 3 . 909 3 . 455 3 . 199 3 . 081 3 . 170 3 . 551 6 . 193 9 . 223 8 . 813 
100. 000 3. 855 3 . 447 3 . 244 3. 197 3. 358 3 . 738 6 . 514 10. 006 9.488 
100. 000 2 . 718 2 . 698 2 . 732 2 . 787 2 . 875 3. 114 5 . 816 9 . 814 9 . 933 
100. 000 1. 857 2 . 424 2 . 521 2 . 462 2 . 826 2.873 5 . 210 9 . 842 10. 709 
100. 000 1 . 040 1 . 985 2 . 163 2 . 165 2 . 476 2 . 452 4 . 706 9 . 575 10. 898 
100. 000 0 . 536 1. 731 1. 917 1 . 977 2 . 243 2 . 236 4 . 383 9. 725 11 . 402 
100. 000 0 . 494 1. 806 1 . 966 2 . 049 2 . 1(33 2. 096 3 . 976 9 . 817 11. 859 
100. 000 1 . 156 1 . 973 2 . 340 2 . 370 2 . 112 1. 665 3 . 408 9 . 724 12. 269 
100. 000 1 . 726 2 . 165 2 . 329 2 . 244 1. 899 1 . 405 3 . 099 9 . 609 12. 406 
100. 000 2 . 118 2 . 412 2 . 510 2 . 351 1 . 907 1. 308 2.636 9 . 476 12. 728 
100. 000 3.285 3 . 037 2. 695 2 . 237 1 . 826 1 . 342 2. 893 9. 498 12. :387 
100. 000 3 . 715 3 . 075 2. 617 2 -. 320 1 . 543 1. 261 2 . 049 9 . 169 12. 912 
100. 000 3 . 911 3. 124 2 . 556 I 2 .· 229 1 . 577 1 . 282 1 . 378 8 . 626 13. 117 
100. 000 4 . 377 3 . 430 2 . 766 2 . 315 1 . 720 1 .. 329 1. 184 B .. 309 13: 234 
100. 000 4 . 641 3 . 545 2 . 779 2 . 217 . 1 . 835 1 . 461 1. 456 7 . 650 13. 155 
- --- - -
--- -- --
---
FREGUENCY OF HARMONIC 
262. 500 287. 500 312. 500 337. 500 362. 500 387. 500 412. 500 437. 500 462. 500 487. 500 
AMPLITUDE OF HARMONIC I 
~ . ~ ' ' . } ., : "'I :; I B ~ '> '. 7 q 
3 . 730 3 . 865 3 . 018 9 . 158 10. 142 7 . 099 5 . 968 4. 164 3 . 011 1 . 801 
>' 3. 717 3 . 019 2 . 243 8 . 803 10. 906 6 . 528 4 . 892 -4 . 714 3 . 955 1 . 943 I 
N 4 . 269 2 . 374 1 . 66-4 8 . 341 11. 530 7 . 234 3. 336 4 . 593 4 . 386 2 . 437 
....... 
4 . 102 2 . 258 1 . 514 8 . 188 11. 479 7 . 455 2 . 088 4 . 830 4 . 809 2 . 393 
4 . 744 1 . 794 1 . 126 7 . 839 11 . 557 8 . 285 0 . 851 4 . 049 4 . 740 2 . 853 
5 . 345 1 . 379 0 . 805 6 . 996 11. 206 8 . 579 2 . 726 3 . 372 4 . 652 3 . 243 
5 . 8-48 0 . 935 0 . 468 6 . 682 10. 985 8. 961 4 . 274 3 . 278 4 . 048 3 . 007 
6 . 201 0 . 710 0. 590 6 . 506 10. 531 8 . -947 5 . 305 3. 681 3. 827 2 . 965 
6 . 492 0 . 830 0 . 969 6 . 642 10. 025 8 . 503 5 . 607 4 . 275 4 . 074 2 . 748 
6 . 903 1 . 376 1 . 498 6 . 360 9 . 660 7 . 681 5.370 5 . 107 4 . 520 2 . 453 
7 . 079 1. 469 1 . 618 6 . 079 9 . 677 7 . 911 4 . 704 5 . 767 5 . 339 2 . 245 
7 . 368 1 . 886 2 . 004 6 . 119 9. 556 7 . 783 3 . 447 5 . 709 5 . 852 2 . 516 
7 . 144 1 . 279 1 . 601 5 . 898 9 . 544 8 . 453 2 . 980 5 . 278 6 . 721 3 . 201 
7 . 586 1 . 572 1 . 988 6 . 045 9 . -454 7 . 888 2 . 912 3 . 961 6 . 299 3 . 629 
8 . 143 1 . 885 2 . 334 6 . 222 9 . 108 7 . 736 3 . 808 3 . 049 5 . 725 3 . 662 
8 . 457 2 . 068 2 . 456 6 . 337 9 . 003 7 . 759 4 . 807 2 . 692 5. 026 3. 756 
8 . 966 2 . 366 2 . 790 6 . 428 8 . 599 7 . 493 5. 444 3 . 252 4 . 443 3 : 438 
**** 
STOP 
)"' 
I 
N 
N 
u ·TN77 VER 1881 
fFTN77 VER 1881 
NO ERRORS f <.MAIH. >FTN77-VER 1881 
PROGRAN ENTERED 
FREQUENCY OF HARMONIC 
~.~a· 45.@@(!) 75.@!!1@ 1!!15.@(!1(1) 135 . @!!1@ 165.@@@ 195.@@@ 225 .@@@ 255.@@@ 
AMPLITUDE OF HARMONIC 
1@@.@@@ tS. 325 5.726 5.453 5. 39~~ 7. e.. 79 9.225 7.144 2 . 927 
I 
1 @@. (lJ{.!)@ 5.@97 5.146 4.941 4.7@8 7.224 . 9.593 8.150 3.654 
1 @@ . {.!){.!1@ 3 . 914 4.@C!J1 4.1 HI 4.179 6.182 9.134 9.285 4.133 
H1@.@C!1!!J 3 ·? .. ''J - ~C~ .3.@91 3 ·:;> ·· q • ~C , .3.71''1 6.192 ''1. 564 1@.@14 4.354 
1 !!1!!1. !!1{!1@ 2. !!J75 2.195 ":> r: ·"') C" - • ._I.._ ._1 2.871 5.5@5 9 .74@ 9.679 5.287 
1 (!)(!/. £!)@(/} 1.456 2 .1tf..2 2.'72@ 2.tf..25 5.137 1@.t!l56 10.274 5.635 
1 @(!) . @@@ @.925 2.@19 2.564 2.372 4.989 1{!1.293 I 
I 
11 . f.!/26 5.68!!) 
1@@. (iJ@@ 0. 85'1 1.794 2 . 107 2.512 4.785 9.737 I 11.7.30 6.1.35 ! 
1@@. (!)@@ @.8(!15 1.771 1.967 2 • .349 4.4$!)2 __ :z. 7 .52 12 • .. '2.5~ ~-~81 
10@. @(!J(i} 1. 715 2.2@9 2.231 1 . 788 ~-424 9.894 11.952 6~766 
1 {.!)(!1. @@@ 1.884 2.194 2 . 139 1.754 2 . 792 1@.@24 12 . 841 tE •• 9 45 
1@(!). @0@ .3.453 2.939 2.447 1 .9.35 2.8.38 9.744 12.565 6.775 
1@@. @(!1@ 3.543 3.175 2.454 2 .191 2.99@ . 9. 8!!15 12.46@ 7.244 
1 @0. Li}0@ .3.719 3.428 2.82.3 I 2 .053 1. ''167 9.382 12.852 7 . 778 
1@@.@@@ 4.359 3.854 3 . @64 I 1.97@ .. 1. 391 8.828 13.394 7. e..84 
1@@.@@@ 4 • . 394 3. 7c.iJ9 2.734 I· 2 .188 1.057 7.724 13.793 8.88@ 1 @(!). (!1(!1(!1 4. 645 .J. 8 r1 2 . 848 l .141 1.725 7.3.31 13.588 9 . @28 
I 
---
FREOUENCY OF HARNONIC 
285. @fl)l!} 315 . 0@@ 345.@@@ 375.000 4!!~5 . (!)@@ 435.@0@ 465.@@@ 495.@@@ 
:x:.o 
AI~PLITUDE OF HARftoNIC 
I 
N 4 . . 343 ' ·3 . 4'_;q 1 {!). !!177 ~ .131 9 .C!"J42 4.96. 2 1.349 1 • e..65 w 
3.547 3.115 9.173 1@.2!!J5 7.5@1 6.861 1.598 0 . 638 
2.803 2.2!!14 8.844 11. e..c·.e. 5.212 7 . 252 2.586 @.644 
2.(!1@4 1.328 8.175 12.862 3.967 7.097 3. 136 0.996 
1. 23t. @.544 7.183 13.194 5.681 .5. 86.3 3.624 1.5@7 
@.924 0.474 6.941 12 . 691 7.955 4. 252 3.643 1.752 
@. 745 {!1. ·414 t£,. 7@3 11. 833 1fl1. 0@6 2 . 519 3.314 1 • 6 (.!)(.!} 
1.124 1.142 e. • 314 1@.276 11. t:AB 1 . 233 2.79@ 1. ""'79 
1.194 1. c·!!1@ c: . . 282 8.949 12.164 2 .9.43 
_l.! :J~4 !.'!.¥.1?6 
- -- ·- -· @.'8'?!!1 1. 35.3 6 . 2 44 7 . '753 12 . (lJ56 5.968 1 • . 338 @. 754 
1.449 1. 57.5 e .• 5 .38 8. {.!137 1@.652 7.435 1 . c:.9t:. @. 295 
@.642 1.133 5 . 987 8 .98(!) ·-~-165 9 . 515 2.959 1 ·??9 , --, 
1.2@7 1.545 6 . 2e- 1 9.732 5 . 971 9.597 3. 771 1.44@ 
1.976 2.119 6. 145 1@ . 526 3 . 634 8.953 4. 217 1 . 781 
2.@2(.!1 2 . 1'.':J2 5 . 9C!1-3 1!!1. 746 4.486 7 . 598 4. 7@t.. 1 .9@3 
2 .. t.: .ss 2 .672 c: .• 534 1LL175 c.. 8'.~0 5 .311 4.413 1. .374 
2 .7@1 2.742 6.532 9. e:52 '7 . 2!!12 3 . {.!184 4~@.37 1.313 
:ll':ll':ll':ll' STOP 
fFTN77 VER 1881 
NO ERRORS [(.HAIN . >FTN77-VER 1881 
PROGRAN ENTERED 
FREQUENCY OF HARHONIC 
-
C" ·" ·")Cri) 
._1 t..• • ...:.. ._1 ~- 93.75@ 131.25@ 168 .75@ 2@6.25@ 243.75@ 
AHPLITUDE OF HARHONIC 
1 (!)(!). (!)(!)@ I 6. (!J85 6 • 1'."9 (!) 7 . ·.;137 9.231 7.686 3.128 
I 1 (!)@. (!)(!)(!) 4. 8 '7.3 4.913 7. CiJ24 1 (!). (!J@.5 8 . 4C!)! 3 . 73CiJ 
1 (!)(!). (!)(!)@ 
.3.994 4.165 t_",. 444 1@.(!J84 9 . (!)81 4. 1.5.5 
1 (!)@ . @@(!) 2.626 .3. (!)/ 1 t_", • (!).') 6 9.9.38 9.6C!J4 4.619 
1 (!)@ . (!J(!)@ I 2 . (!)(!)(!) 2.5t:~8 .5. e.2e·. 1@ . @41 1@. (!Ji,(!J .5 . (!)@1 
1@@.@@@ I 1. 46.3 2 .286 .5 . 24 .':"; 9.9 '.;1.3 HJ . 6tH .5 . 891 1 (!}(!). (!J(!J(!J 
I 1 . 14.'5 2 . 2i!J1 .5.1t.:(!J HJ .HJ7 11.264 6 . (!">74 
1 @@.(!)cl)(!) I @.622 1.917 4. 73!!1 I HJ. 277 11.884 6. 6(!"JJ 1C!J@. (!J{.!""I(!J 1 • . 575 2.11 '."9 4. 3.37 I 9.877 12. (!)(!J(!) 6.367 
1(!J@. @@@ I 1.895 2.142 3 . 882 ·.:J .8T? 12-:6"1"7·· t• . 6..8(!) : 
1 @(!). (!)(!)(!) I 1 . '.;15(!J 2 . 223 3. 46'." q qc:-q •· • . • ._1 •. 17 ·?-=> ·? ....J .- .. - 7 . (!164 
1 @0. c!)@(!J I 3.422 2.716 3.441 1@.1i..7 12.t".74 7 . (!)(!/6 1@@. (!)(!)@ 3 . 682 2 . 'l17 3. (!J.58 Hl .1 .51 13.1 .'52 7 . 261 I 1C!J0. @(!)(!] I 
.3.972 3 . 318 2.461 1i!J. cM3 13 • .3.30 7.423 
1 @@. (!)(!)(!) I 4.@68 3. 4@(!] 1 . 4t".4 : 9. 4C!J2 13.5.5.5 7 . 88.3 
1 (!)@. c!J@(!] 4.648 3. se: C!J @. t:@.5 8.489 1.3.'?66.. 8. 46 .3 
. 
1C!J@. @(!J@ 4.813 4. (!129 (!1.812 7.611 1.3. 8i!J8 8. 99t". 
FREQUENCY OF HARMONIC 
281.25@ .318.7.5@ .356.2.5@ 3 9 3. 7.50 431 . 2.50 468.75@ 5@6.25@ 
AMPLITUDE OF HARHO~IC 
4. 368 4. 7 49 8. 7 2 .5 '_;I. 8.5.'3 '."9.2i!J8 2. 28i!J 2. (!174 
.3.067 .3. '."98(!) HJ. 2f..9 7.669 HJ. 22S 2.233 (!J . 90.5 
2 . . 3.58 .3.219 HJ. 77 !!1 t_", . 636 HJ.t£.52 3 . 347 @ .. 862 
2.163 2 .748 11.174 7.342 1 (!). (!)4'7 4.186 1. 87'.-:J 
1 • . 577 2 .19.'5 1C!J.'."9.56 8 • . 57C!J '."9. i!J4.5 4. 71'."-;/ 2. 6@.5 
(!J. 6cS'.? 1.268 tc!J.2.56 11.228 7 . !!116 4.491 .3. 1 (!/(!} 
(!1.'? .58 (!1 . •_:;158 ·.:J . (!J89 12.818 .5 • .561 4 . JC!Jt, 2 ... .5t:_',9 
1. 419 1.87.3 6 . 8'."9'."9 14.348 4.863 .3 • .532 2 . 1 5 .5 
@.749 2 . 6.3 4 4.681 14.732 6. !!J41 .3. 66.3 (!). 864 
1.141 .3. !!1.32 2.473 14 . 4t.!J9 7~- .5·3 t . -· 3. 66_7_ - i!L 4·.?-? 
1.776 3 • .526 2.821 13. 4C!J.3 s . . 56!!J .3.3i!J.5 1 ·?7':) 
1. 441 2.627 4.184 .ll.SS'B HJ. 52 1 4 • .574 2 . 866 
1.77 .3 2 . 7 3.5 t"· . i 71':.". 9 .467 1 (!) . :-=~ .5'.?1 4 .484 2 . Bt.~ 1 
1.791 2 . t".8.3 8 . 8.32 5 . 8'."94 HJ . 757 4.376 2 . 2 .'"5·.~ 
2. C!J91 ,? • .3 BC!! j(!J. 1 J 1 .3'. '? 4 7 ii!J . (!} 12 4 . 24'.?1 1 • .'5(. £!) 
2 . 2(!/C. 1. 249 JI.!L671 4. 9 ·H 8.942 4 . ]·_;> 8 C!J. ::.""-? 1 .'5 
2 • .'571 1 . 274 HI . t_",J1 7 . j•_:J4 /' . 4t_",(!) 4. 1 t • 2 1.142 
""** ·.~t STOP 
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<PSTAF2>P03408>REPRINT.COMO 
CFTN77 VER 1881 
NO ERRORS C<. MAIN. :>FTN77-VER 188] 
PROGRAM ENTERED 
~5~.J.:9.991 75. 000 125. 000 175. 000 225. 000 275.000 325. 000 375.000 425.000 475. 000 
100. 000 7 . 923 10. 821 8.861 1 . 910 5 . 845 3 . 764 
' 
6.678 10. 547 8 . 643 
100. 000 6 . 495 11. 244 9. 573 2 . 855 6.497 4 . 608 5 . 127 12. 098 6.299 
100. 000 4 . 978 10. 362 9 . 851 4 . 200 5 . 938 4 . 717 4.322 13. ~31 5 . 905 
100. 000 4 . 024 10. 112 10. 649 4.848 5.669 5 . 327 4.777 12. '608 7 . 009 
100. 000 3 . 387 9 . 849 11. 340 5 . 606 5 . 068 5 . 737 6 . 359 11. 162 8 . 851 
100. 000 3 . 170 9 . 653 11. 852 6 . 454 4 . 122 5 . 793 8.268 9 . 052 10.277 
100. 000 3 . 531 9.238 11. 717 7 . 181 3 . 594 5 . 353 9 . 398 7 . 698 11. 322 
100. 000 3 . 859 9 . 420 12. 142 7 . 683 2 . 808 4 . 982 10. 534 7 . 193 10. 233 
100. 000 4. 178 9 . 718 12. 541 8. 134 2 . 477 4 . 318 10. 849 8 . 669 8.005 
~ 1 00. 000 4 . 339 to:· 6-48 . f2~ 706 ··-a . 323 ___ 3:-aa4- 3~·ta7 - - 9·.-9131"1. 6o7 ·- - .. 4.- 633- · 
I 100. 000 4 . 373 10. 876 13. '246 8 . 357 4 . 722 3.426 a . 512 12. 759 4 . 589 N 5 . 282 l11 100.000 11. 559 13. 134 7. 298 4 . 770 4. 734 6 . 694 12. 973 7 . 393 
100. 000 4 . 895 11. 575 13. 826 7. 191 5 . 411 5 . 224 5 . 404 11. 725 9 . 630 
100. 000 4 . 401 11. 439 14. 512 7 . 207 6 .' 177 6 . 065 4 . 657 9 . 596 11. 090 
100. 000 3. 761 10. 923 14. 943 7 . 160 6 . 600 6 . 840 4. 735 7. 188 11. 217 
100. 000 2 . 841 9 . 852 15. 100 7 . 419 6 . 797 7 . 880 5 . 126 6. 130 9. 785 
100. 000 2.488 8 . 905 15. 164 7 . 590 6 . 446 8 . 401 5.384 7 . 640 7 . 633 
**** STOP. 
fFTN77 VER 1881 
fFTN77 VER 1881 
NO ERRORS [ ( .HAIN. >FTN77-VER 1881 
PROGRAN ENTEI?.ED 
FREQUENCY OF HARHONIC 
Di~~' 9@ .@@@ 15@.@@@ 210.000 270 . @00 330.000 .390.@00 45@.@@@ st@.@@@ 
AMPLITUDE OF HARHONIC 
1 (!1(!). (!1(!J(!1 1@.316 8 . 284 1. 2'?6 3. 4l!J2 @. 52'.'9 7.535 10.656 7.543 
1 @Lil. @@@ 9 . 683 8.598 1. @41 4.11@ @.l!J57 8 .1 9@ '9. 888 7 • . 561 
1 @@ . @@(!1 9.146 ·.~. @89 1 • 56.5 4.925 @. 977 8. t:.87 8 . 773 8 . 45@ 
1 (!)(!}. (!}(!1{!J 9.126 '? . 3 .36 2.678 5 . 136 2.16 4 8.958 8 . 38t:. 9.@64 
1 (!1{!1. (!}(!}(!/ 8 . 831 1@.113 3.788 .5 .622 3.620 8.117 9 .1 29 8. '.'9 ':? .J 
1 (!)(!). (!)@@ 8 . 191 1@. (!165 5.514 5.4.3.3 4 . 2.37 6.235 11.312 8. 2 '?7 
1@@ . (!)@@ 8. 5@4 H"J. 942 6.53@ 5 .612 5 .323 4. 2£!15 12 . 77@ 6.178 
10@. (!}@@ 8. ·.=l99 11 . 883 7 . 52.3 5 . 512 6. (i} .J(!) 4.1 73 12.778 6 . 36@ 
1!!1& . @@@ ·.~. 597 12 . 872 8.51.!17 5 .1 62 6 . 2 04 6.743 10 . 923 8.960 
1 (!)(!) . (!1@@ 11.173 12.529 8.581 6. 441.!) 5.468 8. 3 .38 9 . L1145 12.387 
1 (!)@. (!)@(!) 11.858 13.9.56 ·.:~ . 271 5 . 69e. 5.263 1@.575 e. .. 6,.75 11.93l!J 
1 @(!). (!1(!1{!1 12 • .325 15.247 1@.18e:.: 5 . @95 4. 6@Lil !1.29.3 8.46@ 8 . '?63 
1 @@. (!}(!}(!} 12 . 557 16 . 31@ 11. t8·~ 5 . 254 4.@58 1@. 21.!1@ 11.87'2 5. 133 
1@@.@@@ 12 .445 1 c:.. 'hM 11.9@3 6. Lil27 4.1·.~3 7.729 13.465 5.458 
11.!1@. @@@ 12.311 16.711.!1 12.92.3 7 .382 4 • .J(!)C:.", 5 . 743 13.581.!1 7. 66'? 
1@@ . @@(!/ 11.745 16.567 12.825 8 . 4 7'7 5 . 4'.~@ 3 . 4 .38 11.56 6 9 . 521 
1 (!)@. @(!1(!/ 1@ .918 16.1.!162 1 2.256 9 . @82 6 4t:.8 4. 75 4 8.648 9 .174 
:'t:'t:'t:'t STOP 
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'l'KI! OUTPUT HAitHIINlC~ 01' A OU:ITAL CYCWCilNVf.lln:k 
1;. A. lllullo•)' 
The! l'ulyluchn lo: 
D. J • Hnl'l"' 1:. 11. l •·un~: 
Pl)'aluth, D~tYOII 
Till' l'ulytl!l'hni•· 
Ply•nuth, Jl .. von 
n... l'ul y ""' hn i (' 
Plyanuch, lh•vuu 
A variubh: in rhu c:ullinulluill.tl lllllthud uf 
,.,..,,roll in1: a thyrilftnr eye luconverr ... r l11 hle~ntil i "" 
oiH UIIC whit h lhU' lhtl I l.*l• U i \h•tl . ll l• •Ul j Ull f 11 ltr,•V i IUUI 
rublica,i<Jnl. The re,.ultll of .an invllniuution into 
Lhu uCfll<"t of thh vuriab l11 un Lhe hur1110nic ap~tclra 
.. r the output volta¥11 wav .. f<~na Ull pre1anted, 
indicatio¥ t hat contro l atrategi~ta for cyclocon-
von~tt.ra s h<1u Id taku tbill variable int.Q ac:coun c. 
I llfltoDUCTTON 
The principles of operation of a thyriltor 
eye loconver t11r h to IIOdu late t lu firing an.: Lots uf 
two phaae c<~ntrolled convertor~ to produce the 
poeiciv11 and ~wcativ• half cyclllll current of a near 
sinuao idal output wav11fur .. the .. en output voltage 
of a phase controlled converter ia proportional to 
the Colline <If the delay ln&lU (1), Tho id11al 
output voltaca of a cycloconvert~tr ia ainu•oidal. 
This leads to tba coeinueoidal control ~~~ttthocl. 
tiU: COSINUSOIDAL CONTROL KEtltOD 
Tho~ truditiond cosinu»u idal control Mthod 
generates two analog signall : thu reference wave 
and the cosine tillin& wavu. Tha cosine ti•ing 
waves are synchronized to the supply with chair 
sracin11 fixed according to th.: co1wttrter 
C<lnfiguration - i.e. thll ('tlrLO<i o( the SU('ply 
voltage waveform divi.lecl by the pulse numbl!r of the 
drcuic, a11 ~lwwn in Pin. 1. Th11 im1tantancous 
voa lu" of th" cue in .. tiainH wai/<:S l11 proport ion11l tu 
Lhe m10an output vol toll:t: if the n11xt thyri.stor is 
f iro!<l ill that i ust:,nt cof t i1111. (In" uf Lit" 
111>11Cupri3tt: .:c .. tint! tllllinl! WHVIJI ill O:UIIIpOtl.'d With thu 
r~:furun•: e wev .. , and whom thuy nre c•11111l, the 
IIII(ICupr i11tu thyri ltur i a uoatwd unll hl•m·o an uurput 
wuve prupurli<lnHl tu rh" refurt!nr.: wnv" iH genurat~:.l. 
Tll¥. PHASI:: AIWLI! BI!'Nl::l::N COSINI:: TIHtNC AND RF.I'ERENCE 
IJAVF.S 
With ancloc control circuitry, th11 reference 
wave is produc11d by a free running oscillator. &s it 
is difficult to mainto1in an exactly fixed frequency 
ratio between the input supply voltage and the output 
of the Odcillator , the pbaae ansle between the two 
waves i11 ~~o:ilningletu. 
With diuital control circuitry, thll nilturill 
choice i¥ to have the cu1in¥ timing and rotference 
waves synchronized by u1ing the •~ clock aa 
refer.:nc~. This clock 1ignal la derivod froa, and 
synchronizud to, the input supply using P.L.L, 
c ircuitry. Tho:refore the tiaing ond reference wove 
'"" in ~ffec t phaau-locked to th" •upp 1)', As point11d 
uut by Tsu (2), th~e timing and nfercncu wav"' niHid 
nut be g"nerated physically; for o particular 
output wavufurm the ""lay an.:Jes can aimply cycle 
I hruugh 11 :lc<tuencl< stored a1 o Look-up tab Le in 
au~caory. 
~·ur output fn•quun.· i··• wh ich have uulput tu 
in11ul rr .. quuncy rulioe that can hi! analyaud hy 
futu •icr •~tit!a, i."• when tlht frt:s.qu~tu•y rntl" itt n 
r ~ t i .. mal nulllbcr, there i a a fixed pha ~" r e t .. t ionship 
hetW~tt!n the timing and refttrenc .. wcves . The wave-
form in Pig. ~il show1 that fur an input to output 
frequo:nC"y ratio or two, th10 lenath uf one half cycle 
of the output o:quals one full cycle uf th" input. 
Therefore all half cycles of the output can be of 
.. qual Length and tht: valuu of delay ansle in 
A-28 
currl!l('undinJI Jllll:lc!i ar ... i<l<·!ltil·a l. Th.ol i:., lh• 
ph11s.• rclntiunllhip lh! IWn•ol ''"' lio~int: tuul r,•l•·r•·•u ,. 
wuvo•!i ut lh" Klart nl Llu· 1••·•i•ul i.l.utili··•l l••r 
t'l"tri~:r analy11iK ill lhe "·'""' '"' .ol 1 hi• ;·n•l ur rhc· 
Hl .ut uf f ltt• 111 ' ~1 h•tll t•y,· l1· . 'l"lu· l'lt.l :ot lot t ~ t ' t U 
Churn 4.'Ull, uf L' our:h.• , bt.• v.u· i,•t! uv••r ,t t" . lltJ:ll ••I 
Viilllcll. Fit; . 2u, h .JmJ ,. s huw lhC<·•· .lill··•···ul l''••b<' 
ann lca. tu Fiu. 2b, th~ r..-fcrl!nc:t• W~Vt.•S !i (,l(( at 
the point wl1"n the coa;inu ti .. ing wavt• i¥ .Jt it,. 
uxi-. Thla pha11c an~:l., is utlllally c lo<u> .. n lu 
illuatrat• thot c nsinulloidal comtro l 011• thutl und i~ 
1.1ken ••• th•• ~'~' '"'"''"''' i ••.• 11•11. 
Thct firllt and SUbltHJUl.'nt •· ruali-OV('I' llllilltH nf 
rho wavea, or avito:hing inst.utts. vari"" wi lh th., 
phase b~ttwe~:n the: two wavua. 1'hc r t•fnr., .ouLJ•ut wav.,-
furu li11r iv .. .t by thu su111<• c unl r•• I ~at· rh·~• ....... . 
c ircuit configuration and thl.' ~am" uutpul tu input 
frequ1ncy ratio, C'Un bl.' diffo•rcnt. rill' h.oi'IIOnic 
llp<:<:tra n ho di!fcr. 
The phaMe ahift de~•·ribo·.l i~ nur th<: !11111><: "" 
tlw t•hallu hutueun r<:fur .. nc~: waves in ur.lo·r r .. 
rrodu.:e poly-nhasu output. ln fa.:t llloly-ph •• ~o: 
r11f~runcc: wav .. ~ Cilll he shift.•tl tul(l'rl .. •r wiLh r•·•t" ''" r 
to thu ti•lnll wav,•. 
A(lart frUGI thu puis" nutnbl!r ••f llu· c· inuit, Lhl· 
ro:~n11e of phadc anglo or length of tiaK· rh,· 
ruferanc~e wove eau bl! shiftl•d b .. foru thc• s .unu uu iJ•lll 
wo~v .. fona is product«l, dl!petkls cm eh., r .. L••• uf Lh•· 
fumi.JIWnt..tl rep.,titiun fr<Hiu"ncy to th .. wautc·d 
output fruqut'n<"Y (ur rho• <JUiJntity ~'v/t'f). With ~ix­
pulatu up~.•rut ion ·••H.I wunh."d uuquat l• ··•tln·•u·y ,.,,u;, l to 
tundWM!IIlal rllfH!tiLiun fr.•rtm•n•·y, lh•· rant:l' is hll 
tJct~n· t.•• in thu inrur fr.·•l•u.·u,·~· . ,),. ••r .,, 4 ~s il•r 
n ~o llz i nt•ut. 
Tl lh.: fundumt •nl-ol r•·pl•t tlwn lc '''I"''"''Y i,. 1/u 
t illlcH thu o.ull put fr<-<111cncy, Lh•• r.1n1: .. i ~ r · ·•lun·d h\' 
1/u LiiiiUa, ~·ur o·x,on~>l·· with luu.t.nu. •u l~l ro·p~elitiun 
fruquuncy t'qual to h.dt thl! wo~nL•·d unlpul fr " •lucrwv , 
thu ranne ill rt"IUCcd J.y h.IJI t<• Ill .1<'1\r<•t•S ur 
I. bl• IllS. 
An undefjnl!d aiLuation occi,rs i1 ~ t· run-u<~o.·r 
point corretpo>ndll to when thu iH:olillll•ll"'uu:. valu._.:. 
uf both wavu ... qual zero. Th•· c· rolur-uvcr •·an bo: 
inc:luded or l<•ft ••ut in thut half ,•yd.,, ·rh~: twu 
rl!sultl 11r" :1huwn i n t'il(s. 2.r and 2c. Tlu· th:t 
1'\'IIU lt is lhw saae us fur the uu lput w.ovo:l ur• bt- i u1: 
shiCted one pul11o frn111 tlw ~•••rr tu 11~<· •·nil of 1lu· 
output h11H cycle. Till' 1•ruhll.'lll iK •i•il,or In lh.ol 
uf th" pouihility u( •i~;-firu whuu the ,· .. nvcrtcr 
is required to produce rnaxiiiiJDI uuq•n t vullal(e, hul 
the end-stup c·ontrnl tlp('roal'lr i~ nol suitabl" u~ 
this would produce an nnbulaowcd <lulplll i.c:. wi1lo :a 
IIII!Rn d.c. Lev"l. 
l~hcn thu rHfi<:Li lion frctllh 'II<"Y ho·,·unocti tnu~h 
luw~:r than lht. wanlcli uutrut frequ.,ncy, llot: r~n.: ... 
of J>IWIIII bec0111t! vury ~w ll and haw I i ILl ., ,. f(,·n 
upon firint: an11l.: on succesaiv., .:yC' I••K . 11 tlw r .11 j., 
o l uul(ntl lO rt.•Jh! l il iuu lCC!l(Ul'ne· y is an in.ttiun.d 
uuruhcr ~lhl t ht! w~av"•l "' ua lh'Vt!r r c p-.·.t t ., it H,· (l , l h,• 
ph.lH•' an..:J,• lh• lW\.'Ctl till· ~u•ith: ti uai11~; ollh.( (l•l,·rcllo I' 
w~v .. tJ b~c·uta.•M Uk•aningl,.o!'Cs. lk•w ... •vt•rt fur w.av,•t,•rUL.'i 
l t.,, t can h .... tn.J I '(:-..-d t·y tlh.! t- ,.u .· i \!I , er i " ~ ~»e l 11, .. 1 » 
i.t!, a wuvcfuLDa willt I initc l"i.!p~ciriuu puriD\1, c:hi~ 
phase nn~tl" has .1 finitt! value. Thb illt.llh! r.· I.£Li .. n-
.;h ir b~:t\lfcn tht• l! UI i th:! t ilai.n~~ .uu.J r-.: f,· r~nt·t' v .tvch 
llll.llll be tak"n iuto I"Uh:l idl'r,ni un wl ... u ~uu~o.or int; the 
amttlitude of hnrmni.·s bo:twc,•n Jill cr.•nt .:un1rol 
atrateKiea. Thure is nu kn<~wn pul; I i•·.ct ion thnL 
conwidurs this vllriubl<', anol Lhis th.•r•· for•• l•rt:!l.,nts 
.1 ~~~l'l' ul .a•·ca uf ~tuJv. t'ur ~UID<! JrivM ·•l•fll i•·aLi<IIIH, 
wiLII uutput frii.<JU.:ncy f i•u•cJ UVt!r 11 lunB p••riuli ut 
ti""', it cuu ld well b.: 1•ruf i l.ib 11! to phusu 1hif t the 
r.:f,•r.·ncu wave ~o that lhtt har1110nic loss111 prllduc111l 
in lhc h>.Jd urc a rainillk>ll at thut fr<!I)Ucnry and ltJacJ 
\IL SJI) ,u:l!lllotnt 3Rill1: , 
EXPERIHENTAL RESULTS 
An exp~~.rimental six-pulse cycloconverter has 
been constructed. The firing circuit ia an 
.adHIHatinn of th" circuit publiahed by S. A~hok.l (l) 
with a sinr.le buard Z-80 raicroc0111f1utcr for th11 
control. The outrout vn lta11e waveforra ia an.alya.:d by 
.1 liP 1582A HT spectrum analyser . A l'ortnn 77 
proijrara w11.1 Klsu written to verify the experiaental 
l'IOSUl t ~. 
t' ill• 3 ahu"~ tlu: r .. aulta fur .an output (rt!<IUimcy 
of 25 H:& and unity naJdul<~cion liepth ( i.e. IIIAXLIIItlll 
output) with rttaiative lo11d. Thh correspond~ tu th" 
\lavt!foru in Fig. 2 and shova that there is good 
ngru<!munt between th11. co-ruted anll expMri~ntal 
result~. lt also conf iru that for a •1•ecir ic out rout 
voltage and frequdncy, the coainusoidal control dou~ 
not uniquely define an output wavefum. 
Thtt amplitude of harmonics for output 
· frequenciu of 12.5 and 15 ;• •re also plottt!d in 
Fig. 4. This diagram showa the m.i.niaLua and caaxi111Lla 
amplitud<! of the harmonics for the whole range of 
phas11 an~les betw""" thu coaint: tim.i.ng and r~tfurt!nC<! 
wav11s. The dnr on the line shows the value that 
1 would be obtainell if the r~fer~nce wave is ~ero at 
tlw point wh~n the .:oaine timing wave is at 1118Ximum. 
It ia clear for those two output frequencies thoat 
for harmonica with fr~tquencies up to 150 Hz, the 
miniiiUIII po~~ibl " value occurs with zero phaae angll! 
between th~ two waves . 
COfiCLUSlOH 
lt haa been ahovn that the phue an11l• between 
the cosine timing and referenrt: wave affecta the 
ou tput waveform an~ hence the harmonic content. For 
low output frequencit!&, the low order harnonic can 
b" minimiztd if the instantaneous value of the 
reference wavt~ ia equal to z01ro when the cosine 
timing wave 
1
is at ita peak value. 
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